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It is with great pleasure that I share our
latest Special Commemorative Limited
Edition of LVH Magazine with our
readers. In support of Education, the
Environment, Green Technology, Movies
& Entertainment, it is my hope that we
continue to inspire humanity to take
necessary steps in keeping our planet
healthy for future generations to come. We
have evolved over the years, reaching out
to other countries and regions to not only
sustain Planet Earth, but save Planet Earth.
Staying focused on our steadfast mission to
„heal the world and make it a better place,“
has enabled us to motivate and help foster
diverse communities by strengthening the
importance placed on awareness. In order
to save Planet Earth, we must each do our
part, making a conscious effort to contribute, if not on a huge scale, but in some small way as each person can
make a difference and positively affect the whole equation.
I want to express my deepest appreciation to everyone who contributed and helped in the creation of this Special
Edition. Many of our supporters from around the world continue to share in our vision and give their warmest
regard for what we are presenting. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all advertisers, designers,
sponsors and writers as well as a note of “thanks” to Patrick our designer that contributed endless hours to this
exceptional project at hand.
We will be attending in December 2017, Dubai International Film Festival and of course as always in May 2018,
Cannes International Film Festival also our second attendance at Tokyo International Film Festival in October
2018. If anyone wants to be part of our Special Editions for these Festivals or to join us at our booths, please
contact us at film@lvhmedia.com
Last, not but not least, I would like to take this time out to recognize someone special, my best friend and also
the Chairman of the Jackson Family Foundation, Mr. Joseph Jackson. The effect that he brought to the music
industry and the world through his determination, persistence and vision had very early on revolutionized music
the way we know it. Joe Jackson and the name that he carries will always be distinguished, legendary and forever
remembered in history.
Las Vegas Hollywood is delighted to keep our readers informed of charitable and noteworthy causes, featured
articles, current news, trends, celebrity history, glitz, glamour and designer lifestyles for your entertainment! LVH
Magazine is proud to support the Jackson Family Foundation today, tomorrow and future years to come.
Also I want to add that we have launched our own Streaming Live Entertainment Chanel that will cover the Globe
www.lvhe.tv (Las Vegas Hollywood Entertainment) Chanel
Let’s make a difference in the lives of others! Heal the world!
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By Sheba Shibahara · Photo by Takeshi Ikeda

Kyoto, once the Imperial capital of Japan, is an ancient
city famous for its long-established, classical customs
with beautiful lands and architecture. If you don’t already
know of Kyoto, you might imagine Buddhist temples,
shrines and traditional Japanese inns and festivals,
but very few people know that Kyoto was the center of
Japanese movie production for many years. Many studios
were created in 1920’s and 1930’s, and people began to
call UZUMASA (Kyoto Studio Park) as the new “Japanese
Hollywood.” After WWII, UZUMASA had more than a
dozen studios and the Japanese film industry boomed.
Uzumasa is where several well-known traditional
Japanese Samurai movie enterprises, such as “Zatoichi,”
“Yojimbo,” “Miyamoto Musashi,” and “Sugata Sanshiro”
were created.

a true event that happened in 1863. It is a story of love
seen through the eyes of Itosato, a courtesan of the
WACHIGAI-YA, a supreme catering mansion whose guests

During the 1970’s, this movement tapered off gradually
as the TV movie production era exploded, and studios in
Kyoto began disappearing slowly. The Kyoto Shimbun
(newspaper) released an article in 2012 by Takaaki Enoki,
an actor and deputy chair of the Bushido Association,
stating; “Beautiful traditions of Japan have been
disappearing more and more, but if you see Samurai
movies made in this country, you realize that in them, is
the essence of our traditions. “KOKORO” – it’s the heart
of Japan, the culture and tradition, seeing is definitely
believing. Now, more than ever, we need to continue this
style of moviemaking…”
Toyo Hanafusa, a Kyoto film producer, immediately
contacted Mr. Enoki to discuss this matter further. They
together, established the “GIMMAKU (silver screen) ISHIN
(restoration)-no-KAI,” or by its English name; “Kyoto Film
Renaissance Association.” Their motto is that “Samurai
movies are the treasures of Japan. Restoring these movies
is restoring Japan’s history.
Restoration through the
power of Kyoto’s thousand years of history will spread
Samurai movie culture from Kyoto to the world.”
THE MOVIE “WACHIGAI-YA ITOSATO”
“Wachigai-ya Itosato,” is a movie based upon a novel
written by renowned Japanese author Jiro Asada about
10

are only the Emperor, Shogun, Lords, and Aristocrats in
Shimabara, a district in Kyoto where the catering mansions
and supreme geisha houses are located. When a geisha
achieves supreme “TAYOU” status, they are moved by
parade from the supreme geisha house to the Supreme
Catering Mansion.
The stage is set in Kyoto, 1863, 10 years after Commodore
Perry’s first visit to Japan with his 4-black steamships
during the TOKUGAWA Shogunate era, who controlled
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Japan for nearly 300
years. During this time,
there was upheaval
between
Tokugawa
who took control over
the people and lived in
Tokyo and the Emperor
who still resided in
Kyoto, Japan’s capital
at that time. Prior to
Commodore
Perry’s
visit, no Europeans were
allowed in Japan and
once he successfully
made a treaty with
the Shogunate, others
Europeans began to
trade with the Japanese.
This was the beginning
of the Shogun’s power
and the authority of
the imperial palace
began to weaken. The
Shogunate was not wellversed in foreign affairs
at that time and help was
provided by the emperor
and lords of the lands.
During this tumultuous
time
in
Japanese
society,
philosophies
are separated into two
groups; a) to destroy
the Shogun government
and give power and
authority back to the
Emperor, or b) to keep
the Shogun government
and cooperate with the
Emperor fully.
It is complete chaos in
the city of Kyoto, because
of the two opposing
sides of people, there
are daily occurrences
of sword fighting in the
streets and houses are being lit on fire with no regard for
the people. The Tokugawa Shogunate has dispatched the
Feudal Lord Matsudaira, the Kyoto Military Commissioner
to take care of young Ronin who are Samurai that left
their original lords and lands or they were farmers who
trained as swordsmen to be appointed as solders under
his order. They named themselves Shinsen-Gumi. The
Commander of Shinsen-Gumi is a Samurai named Kamo
Serizawa while his Vice Commanders Toshizo Hijikata
and Isami Kondo are common men who trained under
his leadership to be martial arts masters and swordsmen.
Young Itosato is only 16 and is in love with Hijikata even
though he treats her more like a little sister. Itosato’s

friend, Kichie has a boyfriend, Hirayama who is the righthand man of Commander Serizawa. Kichie is pregnant
with Hirayama’s baby but she hasn’t told him yet. She has
almost given up establishing a family with him because
the cost to get Kichie out from the supreme geisha house
is just too much for a poor lower class samurai to manage.
Commander Serizawa has a short temper and brutal
character. For any reason, he will kill by his sword or
burn down a business if a merchant doesn’t obey him.
One day, Serizawa was late for an evening of dinner and
entertainment at WACHIGAI-YA. The rules state; guests
must be inside of the mansion and wait for TAYOU at
the designated time, no exceptions. Because he was
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late, TAYOU came outside to await his
arrival. Serizawa didn’t like her attitude
and took his sword and killed her in
the street. Rumors spread among the
city and Kyoto citizens that SHINSENGUMI were crossing the lines of order.
Lord Matsudaira asked his deputies,
Hijikata and Kondo to resolve this
problem. The deputies decide to kill
Serizawa and reform Shinsen-Gumi
into one solid group once again.
“This bestselling novel is an incredible
saga with a vast array of characters,
relationships and history.
It was
our challenge to incorporate those
elements that are so important to the
culture and still make it possible to
understand the love that Itosato had
for Hijikata and the love, respect and
friendship she had with her big sister,
Kichie, a supreme geisha, “TAYOU.”
As I wrote a second-title, “Kyoto
women in the end of the Shogunate,”
I wanted to showcase the changes
happening at that time in Japan
through the perspective of women.”
said Mr. Hanafusa. When it comes
to craftsmanship, Japanese artistry is
very precise. True geisha history and
culture is very different in Tokyo vs
Kyoto. The movie industry of Japan
doesn’t care much about the past and
those differences, but thanks to the
pride of the Kyoto movie industry, this
is the FIRST movie to describe TAYOU
precisely. What is Itosato’s destiny?
In terms of today’s movies, many people have
seen differing stories of Samurai, such as
Quentin Tarantino’s 2003 blockbuster, “Kill
Bill,” for example. Hanafusa is a fan of his
work as a film director and believes that movies
in the end are a beautiful entertainment
resource, not necessarily to learn philosophy.
“It was a new discovery for me to see from
a different perspective, the western point of
view on things that in Japan are often too
common to notice.”
What kind of reactions will be received when
those outside of Japan see “WACHIGAI-YA
ITOSATO?” Will it be an “East meets West” or
“West meets East”? Hanafusa is eager to see.
See this movie and check it out!
For more information, please contact Red
Sun Group at sheba@redsungroup.org
12
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INDEPENDENT STORY
TELLERS WITHIN TODAY’S
MOVIE INDUSTRY
BY MIKI MOON

Mr. Moto was a much respected man in his field;
brilliant, mysterious and
always prepared to get
the job done. Not only
was he a private investigator, but also a martial
artist, sharp shooter, architect and artist. He had
been accountable for
handling security measures for Prime Ministers and helping
law enforcement in solving crimes. He was eclectic and had
a love of movies with a plethora of great adventures to enchant audiences with. Mr. Hashi Moto’s life and character
has often times been compared to a well-known protagonist,
“Mr. Moto”, a fictional Japanese Secret Agent, whose character inspired eight motion pictures from 20th Century Fox
in the 1930’s.
Mr. Hashi Moto’s truth
was stranger than fiction. His life was full of
adventures, about real
stories, real people and
colorful
characters.
His love of movies
came from a perspective, art imitates life. “Movie making is a fascinating thing,
with many layers of complex processes. Oftentimes, only portions of the real stories are told to make one movie,” he
would say.
After his passing in 2012, Sheba launched MotoNavis Entertainment Corporation to honor him and put these perspec-

tives to work. Under her direction, MotoNavis is ready to introduce an interesting “Independent” view to the movie busi-

Photo: John Martini

MotoNavis Entertainment was
founded on stories of real adventure, intrigue and very real
mystery. While most would
conjure up visions for movies
with spies and espionage from
dreams and research, there
are others whose concepts
come from a more ‘independent’ perspective. “He was a
modern day Sherlock Holmes,”
says Sheba lightheartedly, as
she thoughtfully reminisces of
her late partner, Mr. Hashi Moto. She met Mr. Moto as a
journalist when working on investigative cases together, as he
was a licensed private investigator for not only state authorities like the NYPD, but such entities as the FBI as well.

ness. At the current time, MotoNavis has 2 independent
movies in development. The first being a story of a Japanese
immigrant in New York City whose path finds him inside a
world laced with bounty hunters, jail breaks and international
mafia. The second premise is a story congruent with Mr.
Moto’s life… This story of greed, corruption, the sex trade
and embezzlement, has all the elements of a stone-cold hit.
“Mr. Moto” investigates a high profile Japanese corporation
and it executives in a twisted tale that unfolds into an international investigation
putting him as close to
danger as he’s ever
been.
As a proud delegate of
the National Police Defense Foundation and
philanthropist at heart,
Sheba is a shining example of how to support locally by making an impact globally.
She is eager to make a difference and share the knowledge
she has gained through her extraordinary experiences with
Mr. Moto.

For more information on these movies or collaboration, she
invites you to contact her at:
‘Queen of Sheba’ at sheeba@nyc.rr.com or 917.670.8300
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司太夫 TSUKASA TAYUU
AND
葵太夫 AOI TAYUU
Reviving Kyoto traditions from mother to daughter
by Sheba Shibahara

Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Asumi Sone

Kyoto became the capital city of Japan and the
emperor’s official residence in 794; it has been the
center of Japan for a thousand years. The Emperor’s
family, surrounding society and aristocrats were all
located in Kyoto. It was a much-closed society, they
spoke the Japanese language on a different level than
commoners (similar to Queens English), their lifestyle
and play not only became the Kyoto tradition – but
also became Japanese tradition and culture. But even
with that, most Japanese citizens don’t know the true
Japanese tradition and culture of TAYUU; Supreme
Geisha (female entertainer) who sing, dance and play
several traditional musical instruments, moreover,
TAYUU train to speak the same aristocratic language,
write calligraphy, poetry and enrich her education to
receive the official rank and title, Aristocracy Grade 5.
They only existed in Shimabara, Kyoto.
As of today, TAYUU still exist in Kyoto … however,
with only 5 people carrying on this tradition, it is a very
secluded world. A renowned Japanese novelist, Mr. Jiro
Asada noticed this element of Kyoto society and wished
to revive its grandeur. He worked tirelessly to prepare
the story of TAYUU who lived during the chaos of the
Meiji restoration era during which foreign elements
were bursting into Japan and caused the governing of
the country to shift control from the Shogun (Samurai
society) back to the Emperor (Original system).
14

Mr. Asada discovered Tsukasa TAYUU, one of the
5 surviving TAYUU who has inherited the great
responsibility of continuing this time-honored tradition
and culture for the next generation. Her daughter has in
fact, also debuted as Aoi TAYUU who is the first one for
a half century trained very traditional way since a little.
Tsukasa TAYUU was interviewed by Mr. Asada for
quite a long time; he created an important support
character modeled upon her life story. His portrayal
of her eventually became a movie called “Wachigaiya Itosato,” in which, as Tsukasa TAYUU requested,
he clearly described how the world of TAYUU was
completely different from what we know about Geisha
in Edo (Tokyo), even different from MAIKO in Gion,
Kyoto. MAIKO and TAYUU both come from Kyoto,
even today, but MAIKO from GION, Kyoto comes
from the commoner’s culture, while TAYUU are from
SHIMABARA, a different location.
Tsukasa says, “If you look closely at TAYUU, it is truly
a show case of traditional Japanese style. Hairstyles
and their accompanying accessories are exotic and
unusual, there are no wigs, and Tayuu use only their
natural hair. The styling itself is intense and weighs in
approximately at an impressive 9lb’s. The Kimono is
distinct, with very detailed textiles and embroidery such
as Yuzen, Nishijin.” Aoi continues her mom’s words by
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saying, “What we wear, how we move and perform is
so unique, I am so pleased when the audience can feel
and touch this wonderful treasured Japanese culture.”
This is the result of strenuous training and patience
on the very long road to becoming a real TAYUU.
Breathing it and seeing it while living together with her
mother Tsukasa TAYUU, Aoi began training when she
was quite young and made her debut as a Kamuro,
which is a young female assistant to the TAYUU at the
tender age of 2 years and 8 months old. It’s not quite
the same, but a nuance in meaning might be a flower
girl or junior bridesmaid.
“I can still remember, I forgot to teach her the timing
when to bring sweets to guests. I thought, OMG!
What am I doing?! But thank God, she did it correctly!
Although I didn’t have to tell her, she was always
watching me and did it with perfect timing. I realized,
children are truly amazing and we, as adults must show
them our good behavior and be a proper role model.
Children’s learning skills are enormous, and we can
guide them by showing our seriousness and sincere
faith,” says Tsukasa.
Although she really wanted her daughter to succeed as
TAYUU and told her, “Do it, do it, do it,” Tsukasa was
still very concerned that her daughter must have her
own life. Aoi said, “I remember I wanted to wear the red

dress and do the
job when I was
a very little. But
I also wanted to
be a voice actor.
After graduating
from school, my
mother allowed
me to go to a
voice
acting
school.” Aoi was
pretty confident
because she was
used to being on
stage in front of
many
people,
but
it
was
always with a
Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Snow
complete heavy
white makeup
ensemble. Aoi says, “Then, I found that I was so
intense and got stage fright in front of my classmates…
because I had no white makeup! I was nervous and lost
my composure.” Luckily, after she got her first voice
job, other jobs were kept coming and she even tried
to MC as well. Once she became more comfortable
in her own skin, some friends asked her to join a band
together to perform live on stage. Aoi made her

Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Asumi Sone
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debut as a rock and J-pop singer with another girl,
called “Am”. Her mother, Tsukasa was very surprised,
confused and had mixed feelings. First of all, she didn’t

Tsukasa Tayuu (Mother) · Photo by Yoko Taguchi

understand her music or the current young music scene
at all. It was a world she was never able to teach her
daughter. Aoi said, “It didn’t mean I didn’t like what I
have been training for, but I was soaked in traditional

Japanese music, so I wanted to try something different.
It was my new discovery. I thought on stage, ‘wow, I
can do this kind of music and get that kind of reaction
from an audience!’ It was a good experience for me.”
In the end, Aoi choose to be TAYUU and her rock era
fans are still Aoi TAYUU’s fan to this day. She says,
“I’ve performed for myself in the past, now as TAYUU,
I can perform in the best way I can for someone else.”
Tsukasa and Aoi TAYUU are working together now, as
their mission is ‘Do not erase TAYUU culture.’ Recently,
they started to offer a new idea. In general, people
believe that calling upon a TAYUU for a performance
is very expensive, something of intrigue that only VIP’s
and older affluent people are allowed to do, and that’s
it’s not open to the public. They want to break this
common sense and create special days; some only for
women, and some only for men. They would like to
make the price more affordable and target younger
people, teach about the culture and show that they
have a choice to be a part of this type of entertainment.
The results so far have been phenomenal. People in
their late 20s, 30s and 40s have immediately increased
their attendance, not only from Kyoto, but people
have traveled long distances from other parts of the
country to meet them and to witness this enduring
culture. They are getting to know who is TAYUU, what
is TAYUU, and feel closer to the art of entertaining.
Aoi is so thrilled and says, “Many people told me they
didn’t think they could really meet or see a TAYUU at
such a close distance.” They are also getting to know
the traditional yet Kyoto-style of entertainment. Most
Japanese corporations give employees a bonus salary
before summer vacation and at the end of the year.

Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Asumi Sone
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Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Asumi Sone

Some of these people came back as real customers
during their bonus month inviting people who took
good care of them.

character does not fit as an entertainer and host.
Currently they have 3 trainees, 12, 13 and 15 years old.
So far, all of them like TAYUU training and are taking

“Tradition means to keep continuing up to now. When
we started, it was a fairly new concept. For example,
Kabuki Japanese Theaters have 400 years of history
and tradition, but they’ve been trying to take on new
challenges; trying new methods along with the timeless
traditions, following along with current trends. That’s
why they’ve survived many years. TAYUU culture
is the same. We have to continue TAYUU basics as
tradition but this does not fit into current times, which
we need to adjust. Otherwise, the traditions itself will
disappear,” said Tsukasa. “And of course today, we
use social media, internet, blogs, etc. as well,” said Aoi.
Not only do they entertain in Kyoto, they also go to other
cities. The other day, university students asked TAYUU
to come and perform. They have many foreign students
as well. “When I appeared on stage in my Kimono, all
the foreign students cheered. When I turned a fan,
they applauded with shouts of joy! Foreign audiences
have such different reactions than the Japanese, it
felt so good! If we have the opportunity, we want to
perform overseas too.”
Their only worry is their successor. The TAYUU training
takes a very long time and a girl’s Aoi character is
only truly revealed as they grow up. Sometimes their
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM

Aoi Trainee Tayuu with Kamuro
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it seriously. They hope all 3 girls will not give up on
their training, and for the girls’ future, they continue to
work harder to create good working environments for
making a living.

Twitter:
Aoi Tayuu: @ayaka8700119
Tsukasa Tayuu: twitter.com/suehiroya_tayuu

For inquiries or to book an event, please contact
Sheba Shibahara of Far East Advisory Inc. for more
information: sheba@redsungroup.org

Blog Aoi Tayuu:
ameblo.jp/powerfulayaka
Blog Tsukasa Tayuu:
ameblo.jp/shimabaratayuu-tukasa

Please visit their website:
tsukasatayuu.web.fc2.com

Facebook: tinyurl.com/y8k5nll5

Aoi Tayuu · Photo by Asumi Sone
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RINA HOSHINO
A NEW JAPANESE HOLLYWOOD STAR

by LVH Staff

Traveled
across
from
Flagstaff, AZ to Denver, CO
(Approximately 3,200 miles
in 3 weeks) for GO WEST, TV
documentary show as a series
regular Japanese bilingual
travel reporter.
Recurring spokesperson at the
HOLLYWOOD
CHRISTMAS
PARADE
for
Rilakkuma,
Japanese mascot by San-X that
is airing on CW annually.

that we’re planning on taking it through the festival circuit.
Honesty, Diligence, Creativeness and Professionalism are
the words you can expect from me.
I admire and would be delighted to work with creatives such
as Charlie Brooker (Director), Richard Curtis (Writer), The
Wachowskis (Director/Writer/Producer) & Ridley Scott.
I would love to work on Drama, Sci-Fi, Action, and Horror
films such as Love Actually, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless

Lead on a short horror film
called, TENGU which won
LA Thriller film festival,
International
Underground
film festival, and LA New Wave film festival.
Supporting on a short horror film called, ROOM 107 which
was nominated at Asian Pacific film festival. Voice-over
credits available upon request (FX, XBOX ONE, NETFLIX
and more.)
Singing credits available upon request (DISNEY XD,
CARTOON NETWORK, NETFLIX, HULU and more.)
Co-Star on a MARVEL/ Hulu series called, RUNAWAYS that
is going to be airing tomorrow, 21st of November.
Currently filming a Sci-Fi/Drama short film called, SYNAPSE

Mind, Black Mirror, Stranger than Fiction, Kingsman, Get
Out, Ex-Machina, Alien Covenant, IT, Pacific Rim, Edge of
Tomorrow, and Blade Runner.
Official Website:
www.RinaHoshino.com
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Please check out our videos:
tinyurl.com/yb9b2btu
tinyurl.com/ybf29g5d
tinyurl.com/yb9nes7b
tinyurl.com/yagqmjnj
tinyurl.com/y8jyazxf
tinyurl.com/ya846smp

SEVEN SUMMER
BY LARA BARAKAT

Seasonal weddings usually come with a certain set of ideologies that
couples and guests assume they must follow. There are absolutely no
guidelines or rules to follow, so do not be afraid to break a few. Put
down your handbook and think outside the box. Here are some of the
most popular summer wedding myths and how to overcome them.
You must have a colorful palette
Brides tend to get colorful in summer, but it is not a requirement. If
bright and colorful is not your style, opting for something unexpected
will add a wow factor to your event and reflect your personal style.
Consider mixing lighter shades with darker ones, such as silver and
black, ivory and green, and orange and brown.

Outdoor weddings are a must

Photo by Only tungsten rings

People think most summer weddings are hosted outdoors, but it depends on
your location. If you are in Dubai, an outdoor summer wedding is physically
impossible, with temperatures soaring above 40 degrees centigrade.
However, if you are in cooler areas with lush green countryside, summer
days are precious. If an outdoor wedding is not what you imagined, an
indoor area can be just as beautiful. Indoor summer weddings have their
perks; it will be more comfortable for you and your guests to be in a cooler
climate (especially when you are dancing), and décor possibilities are
endless. Choose a venue with large windows to take advantage of those
light nights.
Photo by David Michael Photography

The heat will ruin everything
Most suppliers will advise you that high temperatures can affect your flowers, cake
and makeup, but you can take precautions. Store your flowers in a cooler area
before the ceremony starts, and supply shade for your guests and flowers. Ask your
florist to recommend flowers with wax texture petals, such as orchids and lilies. For
your wedding cake, choose fondant rather than buttercream, and schedule your
cake-cutting at the start of your event. Makeup-setting spray is your best friend.
24
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WEDDING MYTHS
Summer weddings are supposed to be informal
We tend to wear lighter materials in summer, so you probably want to
skip the heavy beaded dresses. However, you do not have to dress your
bridesmaids in floral summer dresses, and the groomsmen in loafers. If a
formal affair is more your style, choose your dress design and have your
seamstress use lighter material such as chiffon to create the dresses.
Photo by Millanova

You cannot have a
princess dress
Princess-style wedding
dresses are usually
heavy because of the
layers and materials
used - this can be
agonizing
in
the
summer heat. Do not
feel the need to change
your dream wedding
dress according to the
season. If princess is
what you want, ask
your seamstress to
Dresses from Stella York & Essense of Australia
change the material of
your skirt to a lighter one - we love silk. Add a hoop to
seem as if you are floating on the dancefloor.

A bridal up-do is a must
Warmer
temperatures
prompt brides to style
their hair up. However,
just because it is summer
does not mean you must style your hair a certain way. We love natural big
curls with flower crowns. A half up-do can look just as glamorous.

Summer weddings are only for destination weddings

You do not have to whisk your guests away to have a good time. If tropical
environments are not what you envisioned for your big day, city weddings are
just as glamorous. Rooftop ceremonies with skyline views act as the perfect
natural backdrop, with an outdoorsy feel. The natural breeze will keep your
guests cool.
Photo by El Style
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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100%ERS TAKES
ON 48HFP DUBAI

by Sandhya Ramachandran

Nov 2017 marked the 7th edition of the world famous 48
Hour Film Project in Dubai. The magic happens at Am
Studio Al Quoz every year and sure enough, the city’s thriving
filmmaking community showed up in impressive numbers
to kickstart this year’s event around 6pm. Imaging sponsor
Canon was also in attendance, offering free lens check &
cleaning services. The space was abuzz with excitement as
teams waited to pick their chit and find out their genre.
How the 48 Hour Film challenge works is for one weekend,
once a year, film enthusiasts take on the formidable task of
making a film start to finish in 48 hours. Mind you, this is
filmmaking frenzy on a global scale. It happens in countries
all over the world – Uruguay, Peru, India, MONGOLIA,
Belgium, Japan, Netherlands, you name it. To ensure every
part of the filmmaking process happens in the stipulated
time period, participants are made to pick a genre an hour
before clock in. These can be anything from buddy film and
detective cop to biography and western. Next, a character,
prop and line are announced and you need to ensure that
they are all deftly incorporated in the film. This year the
character for Dubai particpants was ‘Dr Rana or Richard
Kalhoun, the eye doctor’, with the compulsory line “We are
or we’re running out of time” and cake as a prop. Not a
cupcake, a real cake – one of the organziers loudly confirmed!

Immediately after announcement, at sharp 7pm, the clock
officially starts ticking. Now the 100%ers are a team that
know how this works. Having been a part of the 48 hour
film scene since 2014, Mohammad ‘Mo’ Allababidi and
Khalid Ahli knew what needed attention before D Day. “We
know how crazy it gets with planning and getting people to
commit so we started gathering our team a few weeks ahead
of time,” said Mo, who wore the director’s hat on this year’s
film. It led to a team with some of the old but a lot of new
faces - A team that was diverse in every way as it comprised
of members from different communities, countries and job
backgeounds but all having one thing in common –passion
to create a compelling film (and have fun!)
Musical + western is a notoriously challenging genre in the
48HFP circuit and as luck would have it, the genre ‘picked’
by the 100%ers this time. A sleepless night, lots of loud
brainstorming and many junk food binges later, A Slice
of Truth was born. Written by Sandhya Ramachandran,
this was a 5min musical about a woman sick and tired of
her toxic corporate environment, looking for freedom &
honesty in her life. Nora Ashwami played the female lead,
delivering punchy lines and singing her sorrows oh-sosweetly. She shared screen space with Ravi Ahuja, Francis
Wills, Mohammed Yaghi, Mohamad Chebli, Mahmoud,
Rochelle France De Lara, Divyaansh Prabhakar, Mariam
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Zaki, and Safa R. Mansoori. Ceanlia Vermullen coached
the actors to get them screen ready, and was also part of
the star cast. Aarti Trikannad was chief coordinator, Allen
Madrid & Aleah Conde behind the camera, Roselle Rego on
sound and of course, the editor Ajay Kamath who got it all
done in the nick of time. Meetings and eventually the actual
filming both took place at the in5 Media Centre in Dubai
Production City. Cathy, Camilla, Jorencea for their support
and our lovely PAs Usman, Reynard and Hamza were also
part for the winning combination that made this team work.
It was two days of hard work, shouting matches and a lot of
food but in the end, it’s worth it to see that we made it to the
shortlisted films list! Apparently 9 entries were disqualified
because they didn’t submit their entries on time.

Fingers crossed to see how far A Slice of Truth takes the
100%ers! •
sandepantz: peaceonly@gmail.com

It’s hectic! The selected flicks are screened on Nov 23rd & 24th
at Am Studio. Top 10 films will be showcased at DIFF 2017
and the one winning entry amongst those, gets to take the
film to Los Angeles for a screening at Filmapalooza 2018.

WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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A MOVIE BY ADAMZPRODUCTION

RAIN OF HOMS A UNIQUE MOVIE
THAT REFLECTS A DIFFERENT VISION OF SYRIA
Rehab Ayoub the producer/owner of Adamzproduction explains why she is out to transform
the way the world sees her native country through her work and the films she produces.
Much of modern Syrian cinema is composed of films depicting war and religious turmoil. The contributions of the
rising producer Rehab Ayoub and her company Adamzproduction have thus proven to be a unique addition to
the Syrian cinematic canon. As we discover, the films made by this company ‘Waiting for the Fall ‘and’ The rain
of Homs’ offer a new perspective on Syria beyond the legacy of conflict.
Born in Syria Rehab Ayoub is a dynamic, creative
producer, with the ability to envision the genesis
of a creative idea and manage conceptual
projects successfully from beginning to end.
Resourceful and innovative, producing inspiring
works with little resources and small budgets;
she is a high-impact contributor with outstanding
time management and interpersonal skills.
Rehab is also the founder of her own production
company, Adamzproduction, a company that
reflects her ambitions as an artist and value
in the world of filmmaking. Although it is new,
HOMS IN SYRIA BY EVGENI ZOTOV FROM FLICKR-PAST
Adamz Production won Best Arabic Movie
award in the 37th Cairo Movie Festival 2015, with one of its first movie productions, „Waiting for the Fall “. The
movies produced are quite unique and cause a lot of debate since they tend to reflect a more authentic vision.
Adamzproduction new film directed by Joud Said relates the lives of five Syrian characters that come from very
different backgrounds and meet under the siege of the old city of Homs. The film focuses on their experience
of love, hope and human sense in the middle of a city torn apart with war. The film has been praised for its
courageously poignant illustration of a lesser-known facet of the Syrian society and for the truly moving portrayal
of these unique Characters – Yara , Sara , Youssef , Jad and father Elia – as they live the moments of their lives
in such an amazing way while expressing their fears and their hopes in the middle of war. Joud Said’s exquisite
direction crisply illuminates the intimacy of their new born friendship. Critically applauded for its sharp storytelling,
Rain of Homs is a great addition to Syrian cinema, as well as a thematic innovation: straying from the traditional
representation of a war ravaged Syria, it instead meticulously examines the country’s people and their everyday
lives and the more human perspective of their existence.
Below is the interview with Rehab Ayoub. I hope you enjoy, and I hope you seek out Rain of homs as it just might
be one of the year’s Foreign Language Oscar nominees and will likely hit theaters soon after that…
28
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PRODUCER
REHAB AYOUB
Adamzproduction is a Lebanese company why are you
focusing that much on Syrian productions?
RA: it is indeed Lebanese it focuses on all kinds of
works yet recently the light is focused on Syria because
making films in these circumstances in Syria is very
difficult yet vital because those films represent the
only vital platform that truly shows and represents an
immense number of Syrian people that are still in Syria
not to fight the wars but to rebuild their beloved country.
Those people are full of love passion and have a lot of
humanity left in them yet they are not represented in
today’s media at all. Adamzproduction is trying to shed
the light on this community.

really happening. I think sometimes people get a very
negative impression what is happening here and that is
very unfortunate. yes, we do get both kinds of reviews
for you cannot please everybody. yet that is not the
point at all. the point is showing through the art of
cinematography something that is not being shown,
the other part of the truth of what is happening there
and how people truly are in Syria.

You talk about making popular films as opposed to
festival fare, could you expand on that?
RA “Well, we’ve had a lot of war here in Syria.” Films
are sometimes the only way for people to escape
reality. That’s why I prefer the use of humor in all of my
film productions. Humor is good to have in your soul. It
makes you feel like you can do something about your
situation when you are able to laugh. So I don’t like to
work on films that are so heavy. Even this one, which is
much more serious than than waiting for autumn done
as a fantasy. And I still loved the humor throughout the
film. I think serious subjects go down in a much easier
way when mixed with humor.”
How important it is for your films to be able to play
outside the region? and how successful was their
exposure?
RA: It’s very important. And not just because of the
money. You guys get a very false image of the whole
picture here and film can paint the truth of what is

“WAITING FOR THE FALL” - FILM BY ADAMZ PRODUCTION
BEST MOVIE AT THE 37TH CAIRO MOVIE FESTIVAL 2015

What about the current situation in Syria? Will it have
an effect on the middle east?
RA: Everything in the region has an effect. But I am
not a politician. I consider myself a film producer and
an art fanatic. I try to stay out of politics and prefer to
reflect the more human version of what is happening in
the middle east especially in Syria.
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society and humanity. Personally I
prefer film documentaries, feature
films and short films yet I am open and
ready for any truly viable suggestion.
We also work in distribution,
postproduction and marketing. Any
project that fits our ethics is most
welcome. We like unique ideas and
are always seeking new approaches
on Syria since there is a lot of this to
be shown and the light is hardly shed
there. We are also seeking budgeting
support and partnership in multiple
large projects that can lead to a very
powerful impact in society. I believe
HOMS IN SYRIA BY EVGENI ZOTOV FROM FLICKR-PRESENT
Adamzproduction is showing a lot of
AdamzProduction won Best Arabic Movie award in good promises for the future. It’s my dream, it always
the 37th Cairo Movie Festival 2015, with one of its first was it always will be There is nothing in this world that
is more beautiful than seeing your own dream growing
movie productions does that make you proud?
and blooming spreading positive impacts on the world.
RA: It makes me more determined for with fame comes
For More Information, Please Contact:
responsibility,
Adamz Production
I am a woman. I definitely have a woman’s perspective. Rehab Ayoub / CEO / Producer
I’m also a mother and I think because of that I feel +961 7 048 8870
responsible to try and make a difference. I believe rehab@adamzproduction.com
everybody can make a change in the world. It’s very www.adamzproduction.com
important to me to understand myself and my place
in the world. My films help me with that and the more
people see them the more I am making a statement. I
cannot say I am not proud that the first movie production
managed to get an award in the Cairo movie festival
2015, it also got screened in the festival of arab cinema
Amsterdam 2016 and Geneva festival of oriental film
2016. It makes me happy to see that people are loving
it and that the message of love and hope is spreading
quickly around the world.
What about the Rain of Homs does it fit the category
of your work?
RA: Rain of Homs is a reflection on the more human
side of things happening in my country, I believe that
Media is not showing all the perspectives of the people
of Syria. I hope we will be able to raise the voice of
awareness among people so that my country and the
ones I love will have their image shown in the right
proper way. Syria is a mother of all its people and there
is a more human side of the story of my country than
the one that is shown in the news. That is why I am
looking forward to see the impact of Rain of Homs ...
How do you see the future of Adamzproduction?
RA: In Adamzproduction we are working on multiple
projects and we are always eager to work on new
opportunities that might show in the future. We are also
always on the look for unique moviemakers that can
not only reflect but also make a positive impact on both
30
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ADAMZPRODUCTION
A COMPANY ON THE RISE
BY LVH STAFF

The world of movie making is a very harsh world where
small production companies with new ideas find it very
difficult to survive, because when it comes to funding
and producing daring films that might cause some
controversy, or projects that offer a very different or
broader perspective than the one that the market was
expecting in the world of cinema, many production
companies would rather back off and play it safe.

when it produced “waiting for the fall” a film by director
Joud Said that was screened in several festivals and
took the best Arabic Film Award in the 37th Cairo Film
Festival 2015. The film was accepted and screened at
the following festivals: Genève, Amsterdam, Australia,

Companies and People do not like to take risks, but they
rather take small steps towards their desired path, but
every now and then you stumble upon a company that
was daring enough to go with projects that can truly
make a change in the world of cinema and economic
perspectives. projects that are promising and that can
go far making big steps in the film industry. and this is
exactly what Adamzproduction is recently doing …
Why? What are the things that made this small company
move on a fast paste to success?
The First of Adamzproduction films were filmed in Syria
in the middle of the war. The film itself captured the
complexity of the situation there, while focusing on the
joy of living and the struggles of normal people even
in the middle of the nightmarish scenes. “We always
wanted to show the tough cycle of violence and the
truth of how the people are living there, we did our
best to show all the perspectives that represent the
scenes there on the ground. “Says Rehab the CEO of
Adamzproduction.
Three films are being produced by Adamzproduction
every one of them represents a certain vision.
Established in 2014 and although it is still young
compared to the giant Production companies,
Adamzproduction kicked off with an immediate success
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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Montreal, UK and finally in Delhi International Film
Festival the film showed the world how 18 million Syrians
still live in Syria and how their dreams and hopes will
build up again, with each stone of the destroyed cities.
“It all started with an investment in a camera, my
precious one, the Red Epic “said, Rehab Ayoub the
CEO of Adamzproduction. “I simply dreamed of
making movies, it was a passion that started gradually
to turn into reality. Being on my own was scary but it
all vanished after I have read the first scenario of my
first Film” Waiting for the fall” the film focused on a
group of women from different religious backgrounds
in Syria that made a team of volleyball and dreamed of
winning the cup while struggling against the unforeseen
currents that tried to tear their friendship apart. This
long featured film received a lot of praise yet in truth it
was a small step that made bigger larger more daring
projects possible…
Recently Adamzproduction expanded with PR and
connections, in spite the complexity of the market it
managed in time to carve a niche of its own building
an original identity. the company declared that it’s next
long feature film “Rain of Homs” in its final stages of
editing. The film itself is a masterpiece that focuses on
civilians stuck in a church under heavy bombardment
trying to survive the siege of Homs. This film has been
filmed in the middle of war torn Homs and the story
itself is shocking, it shows simple small moments and
people trying to bond in the middle of a siege while
trying to survive extremism, famine and their own fear
of each other. The film itself is a celebration for life
and diversity. This film is recently seeking coproduction
funding and it will soon see the lights. “we have

received several offers to coproduce yet we didn’t
decide yet since we prefer to explore the options that
Dubai International Film Festival 2016 attendees have,
before we make that decision” declares Rehab “we are
also working on funding coproduction opportunities
with our third movie, it’s in its
early stages we just started
filming. All perspectives are
looking very promising.
The third movie’s title has
been announced already
“The Road to Heaven” after
a lot of research the script is
done. the film itself follows
several stories that are well
knotted representing the
path of several Syrian citizens
that were victims of violence
and were forced out of their
homes. yet every one of them
took a different path hoping
it will be the path towards
solace:
- Going back home: Ziad, an
Arabic teacher, after suffering
a terrible family loss decides
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not to move out of Syria but back to where he was born
hoping he will find some solace in the memories of the
past yet when the past and the future collide Ziad must
face several of his demons on his road.
- The path of the sea: Rama (Ziad’s daughter) who was
seeking a solution for her husband’s blindness decided
to take the path of the sea risking it all for the sake of
a better future abroad,
- The path by land: Ziad’s eldest daughter and several
other citizens decided otherwise judging the path by
land is the best road to take hoping they will do better
as refugees in other countries so they venture towards
neighboring countries hoping that their decision was
the right one. The film focuses on their journeys and
their daily struggles trying to fight with a will to live
against the odds of fear, chaos, war and destruction.
For whatever path, they have decided to take, they
believed that they will end eventually on “The Road To
Heaven”.

artistic and economic works. Personally, I have no fear
of failure at all, quite the contrary our links are growing
stronger and we are looking forward to meet several
industries in Dubai. We are also open for any particular
project that fits the image of the Middle East let alone
things that need filming in my home country, Syria”.
For More Information, Please Contact Rehab Ayoub at:
Adamz Production
Rehab Ayoub / CEO / Producer
+961 7 048 8870
rehab@adamzproduction.com
www.adamzproduction.com

When asked about future works Rehab answered:
“We are very interested in Joint Venturing with different
movie industries in the Middle East. We are recently
communicating with Egyptian, Iraqi and Lebanese film
writers and artists, our ambition has no limit and we are
moving forward in a very stable way.
As for Dubai, International Film Festival things look
very promising because the market itself tends to want
films coming from Syria these days especially films that
reflect different points of view. We hope that we will be
able to Joint Venture with people who see well in both
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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FILM & TELEVISION TRENDS

Business and Entertainment Intertwined
By Donald A. Barton

Asia and Dubai are growing markets for film and television
production and distribution, both for “home grown” and
foreign productions. Several productions flow from one
area to the other.
Several Asian countries offer incentives, with Thailand
recently confirming their commitment and offering its
incentive, in addition to Malaysia’s. The UAE, through
Abu Dhabi, does as well and, although not a firm
commitment, the Dubai Film and Television Commission
is on record as saying it will discuss incentives as well.
Incentives are important to large and small alike and
can aide in the decision-making process of where to
film. Obviously, the cost and abilities of cast and crew
are other factors to consider. A potential producer must
understand the different requirements of each location in
order to avail themselves of the benefits. Getting a film
or tv production off the ground takes a lot of work and
these incentives help.

the economy; resulting in increases in hotel occupancy,
restaurant usage, even cleaners.
If you want to be serious as a film or tv producer, then it
takes work and knowledge. You must plan for as many
variables as possible, preparing the locations, the budget,
the schedule and hiring the right personnel. As with most
industries, properly developed and trained personnel
are essential. It takes time and money to foster both the
creative and business environments.
It is important for producers to think about the “business”
aspects and how their production should be marketed
well prior to producing so scripts have a better chance
of being seen outside their local market. Many local
productions are successful in their local market but do
not “play” well outside the local market. Cast is more
and more important; bad acting is obviously bad. It is also
important to understand that delivery requirements can

Motion picture production
creates jobs by using local
actors and crew, adding
cash flow, employment,
training and economic
effect, and, through the
continuing economic effect,
maintaining productive jobs,
thus having a substantial
positive influence to the
local economy.
The direct and indirect
economic impact of a
local film project has been
proven to be many times
the budgeted amount,
some of which economic
effect
will
continue
year after year through
tourism and job creation.
Personnel and projects
spend money on goods,
services and employment in
34

Emrhys Cooper, Donald A. Barton and Sarah Montez on the set of „Nosferatu“ the remix
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be different and far more demanding than other areas,
especially for a US release. Proper budgets are very
important and need to contain these items; dealing with
them after production can be far more expensive and
time-consuming, especially documentation issues. Many
projects occur through co-productions or co-operations;
although it is important to make sure everybody’s
responsibilities are defined.
Creatively, a number of “independent” productions have
won numerous awards and been financially successful,
causing joy in the global independent world encouraging
many to think that not only can art be served, but so can
investors. Independents are entities which are not deemed
studios. The Independent route is more complicated, but
potentially more rewarding creatively and monetarily.
Every year thousands of independent films are completed
and enter the distribution marketplace. With so many
films, independent production has long been the
underlying strength of the film industry. For all of these
reasons, a region needs to attract independent films.
But, independent producers need to understand that they
need “creative success” as well as “monetary success” or
they will not be in business very long. Creative success
is achieved through selecting the proper product (script)
and elements (cast and crew) and mixing it through

Jennifer Wayne (John Wayne‘s grandaughter)
and Donald A. Barton

the production process. Monetary success is achieved
through being able to monetize the project’s potential
multiple streams of revenues on a worldwide basis, such
as theatrical, digital downloads, pay per view, dvd, cable
and broadcast television.
Projects also can help areas generate money well after
production. If seen outside the local area, pictures also
serve to accelerate and increase tourism. Many studies
establish that films prove to be a powerful marketing tool
for destinations in the tourism industry, documenting the
benefits of film for advertising and tourism increases on
locations and products on a short and a long term basis.
The long-term impact of movies is first of all caused
by the fact that spectators of movies are much longer
exposed to images than it is the case in other advertising.
Also, film images persist for decades, providing publicity
and creating identities for a long period of time. The
exposure a film gives a region is an advertisement viewed
by potentially millions of people, an audience that could
not be reached through specifically targeted tourism
promotions.
The next generation may be the augmented reality and
virtual reality space. AR & VR techniques and equipment
are being rapidly refined by several companies seeking
more market penetration.
Business, tourism and entertainment are thusly
intertwined. There are many opportunities in film and
television production for proper business to benefit
both investors and the local economy and to provide an
entertaining product.

Donald A. Barton with Sarah Carter on the set

Donald A. Barton is a producer and an attorney located in Century
City, California, USA. He has produced, and participated in the
financing, production and distribution, of numerous motion pictures
around the world, including United States, United Kingdom, Europe,
South Africa, India, Italy, and Canada.
He has produced, and helped producers, develop productions
through the script, financing, production and post-production

stages, into the marketing and distribution of a motion picture.
He has been a panelist speaking about film production, financing,
partnerships and co-productions. Because of the generality of the
above, the information provided herein may not be applicable in
all situations and should not be acted upon without specific legal
advice based on particular situations; none of the above should be
considered legal advice.
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RELIABLE MEDICAL AND
DENTAL SUPPLY CENTER
BY NADEE PERERA

In light of The UAE Vision 2021 National Agenda
launched by H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid
Al Maktoum to achieve a world class healthcare
system, Reliable Medical and Dental Supply
Center (RMDSC) aims to help The U.A.E meet
their vision goals.
Originally based in California, U.S.A since 1989,
Reliable Medical & Dental Supply Center opened
its doors in Dubai, United Arab Emirates in
May 2016. Recognising the need for advanced
equipment to better serve the healthcare needs
of the people; their mission is to provide their

customers with nothing more than the best
product quality and customer service that they
deserve.
With large product lines both for consumers and
businesses throughout the United States and The
Middle East, RMDSC takes pride in living up to
their name, RELIABLE. With a sound reputation
in customer satisfaction, providing high quality
products and exceptional customer service,
RMDSC understands the diverse needs of the
medical industry and have taken a stand on
accommodating their clients’ needs in the most
cost effective manner.
With innovative inventions in hygiene and infection
control, RMDSC delivers FDA approved medical
supplies and equipment all over the GCC. Some
of their products include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Surgical & Dental instruments
Medical Equipment
Laboratory Consumables
Emergency and First Aid Kits
Infection Control
Orthopaedic Products
Medical & Dental Consumables
Sterilization Products
Respiratory Products
Linens and Uniforms

With a comprehensive yet diverse range of
products for all healthcare center needs, RMDSC
are ready to deliver as and when required. Just to
name few of our products:
• Purleve
Hygienic Door Handle

• Pressure Prevention

• First Aid Kit

• Diabetes care

• Adult Diaper
• Gloves
• Wound Care
• Bandages
• Swabs & Wipes
• Forceps
• Thermal Blanket
• Resuscitator
• Splinting Accessories
• Canes & Crutches
• Commodes
• Walkers & Rollators
• Wenz elite
• Trapeze’s

• Beds
• Breast Pump
• Thermotherapy & Supplies
• Catheters
• Bariatric
• Braces & Support
• Hot & Cold Therapy
• Lymphedema Pumps
• Nebulizers
• Physical Agent Modalities
• Men’s Diabetic Shoes
• Women’s Diabetic Shoes
• Exam & Diagnostic
• Incontinence

Please Contact Us At:

R.M.D.S.C. at The Prime Tower · Business Bay, Dubai

Reliable Medical and Dental Supply Center LLC
Level 29, Prime Tower
Business Bay
P.O.Box 9941
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971-058-500 1649
info@rmdsc.ae
www.rmdsc.ae
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global hygienic solutions

DID YOU KNOW...
 Human hands harbour 150 different types of bacteria
 90% of this bacteria are causes of diseases
 80% of infectious illnesses are transmitted by touch
 66% do not use soap
 84% do not wash long enough to kill germs
 1 out of 3 people do not wash their hands after
using public restrooms

 100% DO use the door handle to exit!

SO WHAT’S YOUR EXIT STRATEGY?
The Innovative Door Handle solution that offers a clean, sanitary
touch for every user, every touch, every time!
Incorporated with ASD
technology, Pūrleve™ offers
an antibacterial solution
to fit in any environment.
Pūrleve has created a
replacement door handle
that automatically advances
a new antimicrobial material
to cover the handle, providing
a fresh, sanitary touch after
each and every use.

As Pūrleve functions
exactly the same as a
standard door handle,
there are no additional
adjustments
that
need to be made once
the handle is installed.
So no matter what
type of door awaits,
Pūrleve™
provides
a cleaner way out!

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE U.A.E AND THE GCC!
R E L IA B L E M E D IC A L & D E N T A L S U P P LY C E N T E R

Le v e l 29, Pr i m e To w e r · B u s i n e s s B a y
P. O. B o x 994 1, Du b a i , U. A. E
Ph o n e + 971- 05 8- 5 00 16 4 9
in fo @ r m d s c .a e · w w w .r m d s c .a e

s

RELIABLE GLOBAL SERVICES
Dubai has become one of the most exciting and vivacious cities in the world.
With its rapid development, it continues to attract world attention and has
become a hot-spot for businesses.
If you are looking to set up your business or a branch of your company in Dubai,
we can help you. We provide business concierge services for corporations
and businessmen looking to explore their business opportunities in Dubai.

· Company licensing and registration
· Full company setup
· Legal services for company incorporation
· Office management and maintenance
· Airport meet and greet + airport transfers
· Liaising with government entities
· Concierge services which include but not
limited to the recommendation of hotels,
networking events, tours, restaurants,
accommodation etc.
· Full time attended Reception
· Meeting rooms
· Incoming and outgoing mail management
· Admin support
· Scanning and printing of documents
· High speed internet access
· 24/7 building access and security
· Full time IT support
· Phone lines
· Scheduled cleaning & servicing of your office
· Printing and scanning of documents

For a fixed fee (Please contacts us for Details) we can
provide all the above including a fully furnished and
serviced office space conveniently located in the centre of
Dubai’s business district.
For Further Information; Please Contact Us at:

RELIABLE GLOBAL SERVICES
Tel: +971-04-523 6234
Email: info@ReliableGlobalServices.com
Address: Prime Tower · Level 29 · P.O. Box 9941
DUBAI · UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

PurPeLoid IS BACK
By Michael Wolf

Back from deep space, PurPeLoid has returned to
Earth to shop their sounds harvested from the furthest
corners of the cosmos. Close your eyes, open your
ears and set your mind to “Believe”.
PurPeLoid’s “Believe” is a psychedelic rock adventure
in concise, radio-friendly bursts. Stoner stadium
anthems tailored for both modern alternative rock
lovers and classic rock connoisseurs who long for
something new to get behind. Hop on and let’s ride.
For Booking Information Please Contact:
Michael Wolf
miclwolf@mac.com
+1.647.770.8678
www.purpeloid.com
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PurPeLoid Pro Unlimited
Garden Of Eden
Together We Belong
Why We Are Here
Darkness
Indifference
See
Believe
Movin Train
Scream
Light In My Heart
Time Is Passing By
Love By My Side
Let The Music Play (Andy)
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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MR. KHALED MAWAHEB

A great filmmaker must also be a great
storyteller. A film that is so amazing you want
to watch repeatedly. While becoming aware
of certain details you missed the time you
watched before.
We take great pride always in our filming,
professionalism and discretion, with the
attention to details from preparation to
completion. We capture your day preserving
memories for future generations. Further
exploring your feeling and going beyond how
you remembered it.
Originally from Cairo, Egypt started in 1997 as a
freelance videographer and cinematographer.
Mr. Mawahab spent most of his career traveling
covering live sporting events, television,
celebrity wedding, red carpet events, charity
fundraisers, election campaigns and doctoral
thesis.
Now Mr. Mawahab, residing
in Dubai is bringing his
experience and talents
as a videographer and
cinematographer to the UAE.
Join me to experience
our
approach
to
a
thoughtfully edited film
with emotion, beauty, fun,
and personality.

For booking and inquires please contact:

Khaled Mawaheb
Kha.ava.eg@gmail.com
Phone + 971 052 764 1649

WORLD PEACE NIGHT
ADVENTURE OF HUMANITY

BY PAUL A RODRIGUES

New doors have been opened to Richard Nilsson,
President of the Adventure of Humanity
It is the first time that the United Nations signs an
agreement with an entirely outside organization.
This means that we can bring peace project
forward and develop it. Richard Nilsson and Albert
Konan Koffi signed the agreement between the
Adventure of Humanity International and the
Observatoire pour la Non-Violence Commune des
Nations pour la Paix.

Adventure of Humanity
will now be able to
take a more active
role. This can involve
everything
from
supporting
various
initiatives financially
or enter as a mediator
in different conflict
areas.
“Because we are tied
Richard Nilsson
to the UN, it means
and Simon Sahouri
that everything we
do must be approved by the UN, says Richard
Nilsson.”
“It’s obviously a big step forward. This also
means that we can take part of the UN’s entire
infrastructure and we are now coming in at a
diplomatic level.”
What are your feelings now that you signed the
contract?
“This work was started by Michael Jackson
and Nelson Mandela. And of course, it is with
respect that we continue their project. It is a great
responsibility to manage their heritage.”
What happens next with the Adventure of
Humanity?
“Now we will present a strategy for how we will
reach out with the project in the best way. We
have also received an invitation from Dalai Lama
and shall consider the possibility to start the
construction of a hospital in Tibet.”

Richard Nilsson and Albert Konan Koffi
sign the UN agreement for
Adventure of Humanity at Villa Oxygene

Love and Peace from
Culture Club Villa Oxygene Cannes,
Richard
www.richard-nilsson.com/biography.html
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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Entico Facial Sheet Mask for Men and Women
Sheet mask for men, 2 Step / 3 Step mask, emphasis on natural materials
Discover and utilize unique cosmetics and materials in Japan
Brightening LV. UP: For women
Vitamin (pore tightening), sent geranium natural ingredients (sedative effect), charcoal black sheet (thick)

Calming LV, UP: for men
Collagen blend · Aging Care, Bamboo Sap Extract (Sedation / Moisturizing), Coal Component Black Sheet (Thicker)

Entico Japan Co., Ltd.
3F Tokyu building, 4-21-3, Shimbashi,
Minato-ku, Tokyo Japan
Elisa Natsukawa · order@enticojapan.com
www.enticojapan.com

LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTERS GLOBALLY
Interested please contact: mask@lvhmedia.com

Mask Pack Research & Development & OEM a professional enterprise

www.entico.co.kr

Factory: 5-2, Geumil-ro 284beon-gil, Ssangbong-ri,
Geumwang-eup, Eumseong-gun,
Chungcheongbuk-do, Republic of Korea

Club Prestige
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE STYLE
BY PATRICK DUPRE

Our company has
extensive experience
in the field of luxury,
leisure, and prestige.
We
have
been
operating for nearly
twenty years. We offer
our
professionalism
and experience to meet
all requirements. Club
Prestige offers many
destinations, online, in
which a person would
want to visit In addition,
we specialize in luxury
services, which we
adapt according to the
needs of the customer,
anywhere in the world.
Since its creation in 1996, Club Prestige has been
putting together high class people among a melting
pot of businessmen, artists, corporate men and women,
and others. We offer exclusive services throughout the
world. Club Prestige is a club that deals only with the
best; high-class leisure, high-class life styles, access to
the utmost thrilling events on the planet. We are always
on the move to discover the best luxury services. We
bear in mind intimate preferences and tastes. Each
offer we make has only one goal: fit all demands of
the customer with full availability. Discovering Club
Prestige is entering a different world of irreproachable
confidentiality. The customer is the partner of Club
Prestige as though they are the experts in the field of
luxury leisure such as travel, hotels, gastronomy, events,
and more. We will lead the customer to the utmost level
of prestige.

We can advise and search for the customer. We can
and will find the house or apartment of your dreams,
castle, mansion, or even a private island. Club Prestige
can even provide one with butlers and keepers for one’s
main or secondary residence. We also do decoration
and interior design.
Become a VIP member of Club Prestige, by filling out
the form; on the site, one will receive a card after doing
so. It entitles one, to many benefits wherever present
in the world. Special offers, invitations to major events,
private parties, access to privileged partner institutions,
renting cars or limousines, private jets, helicopters,
boats, or organizing private parties whatever their
theme, their locations, and the number of people, just
to name some.
We open the doors to prestige and luxury, palaces and
gastronomy. One can discover renown gastronomic
tables and plenty of other addresses worth knowing.
Enjoy exclusive access to all sorts of exhibitions or
sports meetings all over the world. Cocktails parties,
weddings, anniversaries, jet set evenings, or even
inauguration ceremonies in exceptional places. Home
services include renown chefs, personal coaches, home
staff, and others.

OUR AGENCYS’ LOCATIONS

LONDON · PARIS · CANNES · ST. TROPEZ · MONACO
BARCELONA · GENEVA · MARRAKECH · MAURITIUS
DUBAI · ABU DHABI · LOS ANGELES

Weddings, surprise birthday parties, a jet set theme,
or an unusual party- we have it all. We create
unforgettable moments and exceptional evenings. Let
us design a unique and privileged experience inviting
one to a customized escape. The comfort level is high,
wherever the destination.
At the other end of the world or close to you, someone is
waiting with transportation; VIP is optional. Personalized
transportation with a driver is also available. There
are various vehicles to choose from like private jets,
luxury cars, limousines, motorcycles, or even luxury
yachts. Club Prestige guides will help anyone discover
many locations. Club Prestige offers exclusive access
to cultural exhibitions, shows, major sporting events,
and various other events. Some of the events include
Cannes Film Festival and The Monaco Grand Prix

Our multi-lingual advisors and experts will make one
reach the highest level of prestige service.

Club Prestige Ltd

PATRICK DUPRE
29 Harley Street · London W1G 9QR
www.Club-Prestige.com · contact@Club-Prestige.com
Phone: +33 670 526 578
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MY LOVE AFFAIR
WITH C AMERA

By Aarti Trikannad

I can‘t pinpoint a time in my life where I didn‘t want to
pursue film. But if you ask, whether my family or I knew
anything about the industry, we had zero clue.
Television was a rarely used device in our house. Not
because we didn‘t subscribe to it. We most certainly took
the highest paid packages with some of the best channels.
But we never actually ended up watching it. The only
channels we watched were the Sports, News, National
Geographic, Animal Planet or Discovery, and that too it
was once in a blue moon.

Now you might wonder what was it that ticked, and made
me pursue film. I remember back in school, they used our
school compound as a set to shoot films, television serials
etc. So every time my mom came late to pick me up, I
used to be curiously gazing away at the takes and retakes
and the intricacies into its making.
I was introduced to the camera very early in my childhood,
probably sometime in second or third grade. But back
then I was no genius. I just clicked picture for the fun of
using the camera. It was more like a toy to me. But as I
grew up and with more practice I started getting better.
I was never a technical person, so the ratio of the aperture
to shutter speed to ISO was very alien to me. Only during
college and let me make it very clear, with practical
application I understood the nitty gritty of the camera
world.

exploring and figuring out the genre and medium I fit in
best. Thanks to a lot of people, I have had the chance of
exploring the film worlds of documentary, shorts, tvc‘s,
digital, corporate and television shows. There is still a lot
to venture into, discover and learn.
Until then my journey with my camera continues.
Instagram: aarti_trikannad
Email: aartitrikannad@yahoo.co.in

The whole thing started off with photographs but finally
opened up doors to videos. Photographs are moments
frozen in time, they are stagnant. But videos are more
fun, interactive and lively because you get to relive all the
moments from the past and not just one frozen frame.
I don‘t always carry my DSLR around. But I definitely
cannot walk out of the house without my phone. I have
mastered the art of substitution and make the best with
what I have.
I want to eventually become a film director. But I am still
52
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CL ASSIC AL JAPANESE DANCE ARTIST

MS. KEIKA WAKAYAG
(CHIKAKO KOH WAKA)

Ms. Keika Wakayagi; Keika was born as
the third daughter of Wakayagi Kichisanji
the II, former Vice Chairman of Seiha Wa
Wakayagi Group and later Advisor. Since
her childhood, she was trained by her
grandfather, Wakayagi Hoh Oh, and
her father, Kichisanji. Her uncle, on
her mother side, is Ichiyama Show
Oh, the former Patriarch of Ichi
Yama Group. Ichi Yama Show Sen,
the current Patriarch of Ichi Yama
Group, is the first son of Ichi Yama
Show Oh and her cousin.
Classical Japanese dance is one of
the typical examples of traditional
Japanese culture. It is a classical stage
entertainart performed at a theatre for entertain
ment or at a shrine for praying to God.
Koh Waka, her real family name, has a
root in Koh Waka Maru who created basic
dance styles of Japan in the 16th century.
A history book says that his dance style was
called as “Koh Waka Mai (Dance)” and
dominated the dance world at that time.
Nobunaga Oda, the ruler of the age, played himself
dance at night one day before the critical war battle, with
the famous song “Jinkan Gojyu Nen“. The dance was
“Koh Waka Mai (Dance)”. It is said that dances are created to pray for productiveness of grain and good fortunes.
Keika Wakayagi performed dance on many stages and
instructed students to carry on the tradition of classical
Japanese dance, for which she, received many awards as

artist and instructor. One of her performances, praying for benevolent
cycle, growth and
peace, is shown in
the world largest
16K vision display
at the international
departure lobby of
Haneda International Airport.
Keika
organizes
“Keika no Kai” /
“Hana no Kai”.
She performed a new and an original dance of “Kaguya”.
She is a committee member of Jyo Nan Block of Classical Japanese Dance Association · a member of Classical
Japanese Dance 21, an executive committee member of
the Creative Art Market.
· Participated in “the Art Festival” sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Agency of Government of Japan.
· Awarded “Encouraging Prize at Spring Dance Festival by
an association of the classical Japanese dance groups”,
“Grand Prize for the Festival” and others.
· Awarded “Prize for Superb Instructor” at Japan Classical
Japanese Dance Concour sponsored by Tokyo Newspaper, and many others as dance instructor.
· She gave a series of lectures at Kyoto University in fiscal
2014
· She challenges revival of “Koh Waka Mai (Dance)”, her
ancestor’s, which is regarded as the oldest / lost Japanese
dance. She performs newly created and modern versions
of “Koh Waka Mai” titled as “Nihon Shoki” and “Atsu
Mori”. She opened the event of Tokyo Fashion Week in
October 2017
www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/vod/tokyofashion/2009287/
Blog ameblo.jp/keika-world
For further information and request for the performance:
nichibu_world@yahoo.co.jp
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FINDING
b y Jaclyn Cosgrove
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Josie Kaye has spent the past ten years blazing her own trail.

wants, putting in hard work to get there and succeeding.

2.3 million views on her YouTube comedy channel? Check.
Training at the best improv schools in the United States:
Done.

Josie has a proven track record of working for what she
wants, putting in hard work to get there and succeeding.

Creating a character whose dynamic, painfully funny and
prime material for a feature film? Crushed it.

Olivia is a wildly narcissistic fashion designer battling many
personal and professional failures by making even more
self-centered decisions that result in public humiliation.

Based in Los Angeles, Josie is a writer, producer and
award-winning filmmaker with a unique background in
production, business, advertising, and comedy.

The concept of Olivia came easy to Josie, in part because
she’s always had a fascination with fashion, particularly
fashion documentaries.

Most recently, Josie created Olivia Von Klimpf, a character
that she first introduced on YouTube and has since made
an award-winning script for, with her goal to produce a
feature-length mockumentary about. “The success I’ve
had in my career is when I didn’t wait on anyone on to
tell me that they believe in what I was doing.” You have
to believe in yourself first to make things happen then
put in the work to develop the concept.” Josie said “You
have to believe in yourself first to make things happen.
It’s liberating when you realize you don’t have to wait on
anyone. Olivia is ready for a feature film, and I’m excited
to make that happen.”

“I love the world of fashion, that it’s so ironic and so
bizarre,” Josie said. “Because it’s art, it’s all about
people’s perception of what they think is fabulous - and
what they think is awful - and that can be anything. I see
a lot of humor in it, but I also respect it as well.”

Josie has a proven track record of working for what she

This is where the hilarity of Olivia’s life is: in how she

Throughout the past several decades, fashion designers
have created clothing that is a version of commentary
about the current U.S. social and political climate.
However, there are also people like Olivia, who want to
use fashion as a way to prop up their ego.
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OLIVIA
makes choices to make herself look good, to make herself
look eccentric, all the while, making herself look vapid
and egotistical.
„Making Olivia,“ a story that gives viewers a behindthe-scenes look at Olivia’s life, is the winner of the
Nice International Film Festival in the category of best
Unproduced Script. It is also an official selection of the
Berlin International Film Festival, listed on the Hot 100
Scripts for the Capital Fund Competition 2017 and in the
Top 20 of the Too Short to Die Competition 2017.
„Finding Olivia,“ another short film starring Olivia
Von Klimpf, was shot in June and will be showcased at
TIFFCOM, the film market of Tokyo International Film
Festival Market.
The story follows the fallen fashion icon through her
attempt to make a comeback after a very public divorce,
nervous breakdown and failed fashion line.
Olivia‘s eccentric, melodramatic life choices take her into
a hot mess of hilarity.
If you like fashion and you love to laugh, this is the film for you.
If you hate fashion but love to laugh, this film is actually
for you, too.
“Finding Olivia” is the first of its kind: a fashion
mockumentary that pokes fun at the eccentricity of the
industry.
“I’ve had people laugh at Olivia just from seeing her
photos, so you can imagine what it’s like when they see
her come to life!” Josie said.
Through hard work and the drive to never give up, she
has continued her YouTube channel, Doctor Josie K,
which has more than 65 videos — and more than 2.3
million views.
From a self-taught YouTuber making videos in a makeshift
studio in Australia to an accomplished actress, writer, and
producer, Josie is excited about what the future holds
not only for herself but also for her character, Olivia Von
Klimpf.
“My belief in being relentless has taken me to successes
that I didn’t even know were possible. If you keep your
heart and your mind open to continuing to grow the
universe finds a way to collaborate with you.” Josie said.
“I’m excited to see what that collaboration will bring next.”
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM

DR. ENG. MAHMOOD AL FARSI
Ambassador of Hope, Producer
by Ava Hall · photos by Trevor Goddard

Dr. Eng. Mahmood Bin Karam Al Farsi is an Emirati
National from UAE, Born in Al Ain, Abu Dhabi, graduated
in B.S in computer Engineering from the USA and holder
of several diplomas in Tourism, Marketing, Communication,
Advertisement and Events management from the Pit-man
Institution of London (England) and Gold Coast Institution
(Australia). His passion to the industry of marketing and
visual communication and well cultivated expertise in 360
Media (TV, Radio, Printed Press, Magazines, Newspapers,
Broadcasted News and Social Media) has led him to
becoming the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region’s
President for Keller Edde Studios (KES), Los Angeles,
California that has contributed to shaping the film industry
and production and most known for the latest film presented
at the Cannes Film Festival, Hands of Stone starring Robert
De Niro, also they are in the process of producing, Gibran
Khalil Gibran Film, and many other long films and TV
series. In addition, he is a member of the Congress Library

Dr. Tariq Saif and world football player Lionel Messi

in Washington DC, USA and ‘Who is who’ in Arab World
Book 2003. Since 2011 till date, Eng. Mahmood is the
Sales and Campaign Manager at the governmental entity
Abu Dhabi Media*. Eng. Mahmood has been appointed as

Arab Fashion Council-Closing Ceremony Awards and Gala
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Hope Awards in Humanity and Researches-UAE

Commercial Director & Media Advisor to the Arab Fashion
Council working directly under the financial department.
and Jury Member of Global Art Awards and Jury Member of
the U.A.E. Beauty Championship

*Abu Dhabi Media (ADM) is one of the fastest growing,
multi-platform media and entertainment organizations
in the Middle East. (ADM) operates and manages

The international summit and activities of “ My Food Is My
Cure” granted Awards
Dr. Eng. Mahmood Hassan Al Farsi the title of Ambassador
of Hope, in Humanity Research Studies, same title as Lionel
Messi the Barcelona football player. The titles were awarded
Under the presence of His Highness Sheikh Hemdan
Bin Nahyan Bin Hemdan Al Nahyan with the presence
of H.E. Ambassador Dr. Tariq Saif, Secretary General of
the Therapeutic Food Initiative and Tareq Humanitarian
Organization London & Director General of Excellence &
Autism. The awards were held at the prestigious Armani
Hotel, Burj Khalifa in Dubai -UAE.
Mahmood is a rising Consultant in the UAE, he is a
Commercial, Media & Campaign Manager in Abu Dhabi
Media. In an interview broadcasted on Al Emirate TV,
Mahmood was thankful to be honored during the summit
and to be Awarded as an Ambassador of Hope. This event
is considered the most important initiative that translates the
achievement of happiness for employees through reducing
their stress levels.

Dr. Eng. Mahmood AL Farsi and
H.H. Sheikh Hemdan Bin Neyhan bin Hemdan Al Neyhan and Dr.Tariq Saif

25 market-leading brands across multiple platforms,
including broadcast, publishing and digital. Through its
diverse platforms, Abu Dhabi Media provides unique and
compelling content that is entertaining, informative and
engaging; targeting a wide base of audiences regionally and
internationally.

Closing Ceremony of UAE Beauty Championship
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Message from Tsutomu Uchida
Chairman of Corona

Corona Corporation was established in 1937, and since then,
taking the launch of the pressure type kerosene cooking stove
as a starting point, we have grown as the leading manufacturer
of kerosene heating appliances, by our developing a unique
set of technological skills generating epoch-making products
utilizing a wide range of ideas, which includes the kerosene
combustion technology of the pressure type kerosene heaters,
etc.
Based on these technological developments in the various
fields of our endeavors, we established a prominent presence
in housing equipment including kerosene water heaters and
household appliances such as room air conditioners. Furthering
our line of engineering developments, we have progressed
to a company which offers a line of products that promotes
comprehensive, comfortable home environmental health.
Now, for 80 years after our establishment, we have entered into a new challenge: to further deliver
new, additional value to our customers. Or new, enhanced performance is the result of the greater
confidence that we have accumulated from our formative years to more recent leaps in engineering
developments, proven, reliable manufacturing capabilities and sales activities.
Following the spirit of our company motto “sincerity and hard work” since its establishment, we look to
fulfill our customers’ needs and establish a unique position as an integrated provider of comfortable,
healthy products. We base the development of our products and services by our “appreciation and
impression” on our customers’ needs, comfort, and happiness.
As we continue to focus our attention on fulfilling our customers’ lives and aiming to further improve
our quality in meeting our customers’ expectations,
we offer our customers:
· Safe, secure, environment-friendly products
· Comfortable, healthy, spiritually fulfilling home environmental space
· Convenient and economically efficient life
Concurrently, our company motto (sincerity and hard work) leads us to continue to make further
efforts in CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) in consideration of promoting a healthy natural
environment, contributing to society, and adhering to responsible corporate governance and
compliance.
We strive to be a company that satisfies its customers’ needs by “Dreaming Together” and by
offering “New Lifestyles”.
Your continued patronage will be greatly appreciated.

CORONA HEADQUARTER OFFICE

CORONA CORPORATION

Head Office 7-7 Higashi-shinbo, Sanjo, Niigata 955-8510, Japan
Telephone 81 256 32 2111 · Fax 81 256 35 6892
President: Kazuyoshi Kobayashi
Employee 2,332
Factories in Sanjo, Kashiwazaki and Nagaoka · 69 Sales Offices in Japan
www.Corona.co.jp

N A N O R EF R E

www.corona.co.jp/aqua-air/nanorefren

NANORICH

www.corona.co.jp/aqua-air/nano-rich

N A N O F EEL

www.corona.co.jp/aqua-air/nanofeel
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HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
By Aya Dubaian

How to get rid of belly fats?
Most common misconception, people go to the gym to get rid of belly fats. Belly
fats are made from your kitchen not in the gym. Training result will also depend
on your goal. All the goals matter on how you prepare your food.
Training results has a ratio of 70/30. That means 70% from your healthy and
proper food. 30% from your physical activity.

Let’s talk about the 70%
Instead of going to a restaurant or ordering food from outside, cook at
home. Home preparation is the healthiest way to get a nutrient because
you know what you are eating and what the ingredients are.
Eat potato fries is better than nothing at all but it will be better to have a
baked or steamed potato.
Replace frying to a bake
and steamed food. Eating
junk during your snacks
like chocolate bar, candy or doughnut, try to have a fruit or vegetables.
Make a healthy list when buying at a grocery or market. In this way,
you save time, money and effort. Organize your fridge. It is good to see
colorful fruits and vegetables inside, instead of putting in the unhealthy
stuffs.
*Not all diets are effective for each person. Seek a Dietitian/Nutritionist
for a specific diet.

What’s the purpose of 30%?
Healthy diet alone will not make you stronger. It will help you lose weight but it
doesn’t help you gain strength.
Doing physical activities will help you build strength, toned your body and tighten
your skin. To achieve a lean, tight and tone physique, lifting some weights and
cardio training.
*Consultation is a must before exercising if you are a complete beginner.

Why am I gaining more fat while I am not eating?
Our body will keep our body fat for survival. When you are not eating the required amount at the right time when your
body needs, it will keep storing fats and it will use your muscle as your energy. Our muscle has glycogen restoration where
the energy being restored.
Food is your fuel to support the fat burning process. Eat enough to keep your digestive system active and keep up your
hydration to burn more.

5 Reason why the stubborn fats loved to stay in your body
Exercising Too Much

There is no harm of being active everyday but a lot of people does not know that our
body need to rest 48-72 hours for the recovery and regeneration of the muscles.
People who does full body workout everyday will not see a good result and will lead
to lose of the muscles compared to the one who had a complete muscle recovery.
It is more effective when there is a gap of 2-3 days to the next training sessions.
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FOR A BETTER YOU.
You’re Eating Incomplete Macro-Nutrient

Carbohydrates, Fats and Proteins are the essential macro-nutrients our body needs
most. A misconception by many that eating low carbs, have more protein and
eliminate the fat in a meal.
Carbohydrates or Carbs is the primary source of our energy; your body will not
burn fats without taking in carb rich food in your meal. Good source of carbs like,
vegetables and fruit.
Fats is a backup source of energy to fuel your workout when carbohydrate are not
available.
Fat is an essential part of your diet. It improves energy, absorbs certain nutrient and maintain your core body temperature.
Avocado, cheese, dark chocolate, whole eggs, fish, nuts, Shia seeds, olive oil, coconuts or coconut oil and full fat yoghurt
are examples of Fat-source food.
Protein every single cell in the body contains protein. Basic structure is a chain of amino
acids. You need protein in your diet to help your body repair cells and make new ones.
Dairy products, eggs, nuts, meat, legumes, quinoa, spinach etc… are example of protein
source food.
*If you are carbs sensitive, then you may temporarily eliminate fruits and have a less
than 50g of carb per day.
A low-carbs diet is about more than just lowering your intake of carbs. Replace a bad carbs
with a real food. Throw all processed foods like bread, added sugar chocolates and corn
flakes. It’s not a real food. Real food such as eggs, vegetables and healthy fats like fish.

You’re Always Eating

A myth in health and fitness that everyone should be eating many, small meal throughout the day. Never skip your meal
Breakfast- lunch- dinner. Try eating fewer meals and consider giving intermittent fasting a shot.
*Intermittent fasting eating in an 8-hour window each day or doing 24 hours fasts 1-2 times per week. This is useful
to avoid plateau.

You’re not Sleeping Enough

Sleep is most important for overall health and studies show that lack pf sleep
correlates with weight gain and obesity. A lack of sleep will make you hungrier. It will
also make us tired and less motivated to exercise and eating healthy food. Sleep is
also a pillar of a healthy lifestyle.
Some tips to improve sleep:
· Avoid caffeine after 2pm.
· Sleep in a dim light like dark blue light, it will stimulate your sleep.
· Avoid drinking alcohol and cardio training at night.
· BodyART, Yoga or meditation will help you lower down your energy level.
· Cardio training will make your heart rate high and make your energy high.
If you have trouble of sleep disorder, see a doctor.

You have a Health Condition Getting in your way

There is certain medication that are known to stimulate weight gain. Many hormonal disorder can cause problems losing
weight particularly, hypothyroidism. Read the side effect of your medication you are taking in the templates and see
Weight Gain – then make an appointment with your doctor to discuss your options. Perhaps there is another pill doesn’t
cause you gaining weight.
Aya Dubaian
aya.dubaian@yahoo.com
Fitness Professional / bodyART Trainer
WWW .LVH DUBAIAN . COM
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Artesanos del Vino Valencia (Craftsmen of Vino Valencia), was born in 2000 with the firm intention to make
Frothy Wine through a traditional and complex method
called Champanoise, thought for a global market with
a markedly innovating mentality.
During these years without haste but without pause, we
have surpassed all the disadvantages and procedures
necessary to build our facilities that meet the optimal
conditions to elaborate a very high quality frothy, looking to satisfy the most demanding palates. The warehouse is located in the Plano del Rebollar, municipal
term of Requena, province of Valencia, Spain
We commercialize our product through our brands ONE
and 24K looking for the maximum quality levels, developing variants from high quality frothy that differentiates
us from other manufacturers and generating new sensations in our clients.
One is a product created to satisfy the consumer
through extreme wine selection, long and slow fermentation and a modern image for a global market in continuous move. We only produce the types: Brut and Brut
Nature, we don’t add any liquor to the last one so it fully
maintains its natural quality and flavour.
One Strawberry is our last creation, is a frothy one with
an elegant fruity touch.

Made for exclusive life

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
BRENDA LILO
email: iloulux@gmail.com

24K with its gold flakes, it has secured an important media repercussion within the last gastronomic tendency
by quality and innovation. It is well known in Spain the
tradition of making a toast by putting inside the glass a
golden ring, as symbol of future wealth.
For centuries, it has existed an exhaustive search of a
liquor, an elixir to obtain immortality and eternal youth
through gold, attributing to it aphrodisiac powers and
helping to re-balance the positive energy to the organism.The Spanish Monarch Felipe II elaborated an “elixir”
with his own blood and particles of gold in search of
eternal youth

PAULA RODRIGUES
A NEW VISION IN CONSULTING

From Johannesburg and based in Portugal.
She is bilingual and her business is between English and
Portuguese speaking companies and countries. She is involved
in various areas of work, her main area being PRConsulting.
Business Consulting
Her activity is linked to Business Consultancy on different fields
such as: Luxury Products, Hotels & Resorts, Import & Export,
Tourism, Medical Supplies and Real Estate Investments.
PRConsulting represents LVH Media, Reliable Global Services
& Reliable Medical and Dental Supply Center (Las Vegas *
Hollywood * Dubai * Tokyo * Cannes), in all the steps and
negotiations.
Luxury Graphic Design and Events
Her luxury graphic designs are visually stunning, creative
and award winning and are meant to inspire action. From
business cards to banners, her creative design will astound.
For the last few years she has been doing luxury graphic
design for World Peace Night - Adventure of Humanity
(Cannes Film Festival).
BREAKING NEWS!
Besides representing Portugal, Brazil, Dubai and having
various VIP Partnerships with companies in other countries,
she is currently launching a major health project.
Not only in Portugal but internationally as well. So contact
her and get more details. Her contacts don´t just end here,
she has contacts in South Africa, India, Angola, Mozambique,
Tokyo, China, Japan, USA, Italy, etc.
She is expanding internationally… slowly but surely
… more surprises soon!
One of PRConsulting´s main partership´s in Portugal is
“+ Expressão by Sonia Coelho”. A Speech Therapist,
with a PhD in Language. A more objective and effective
communication, increasing the productivity and profitability
of the company, as a differential factor of competitiveness.
This partnership is very important for PRConsulting
www.facebook.com/maisexpressaobysoniacoelho
PRConsulting is growing, and is taking Portugal, Brazil and any
other country to Dubai, with the help of LVH Media, Reliable
Global Services & Reliable Medical and Dental Supply Center.

Contacts
Paula.Rodrigues.Consulting@gmail.com
Tel: +351 962 455 329
Facebook.com/PRglobalconsulting
Skype: paulabentorodrigues
www.linkedin.com/in/pr-consulting-599aa452
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THE G8™RECYCLE MACHINE
THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE RECYCLING

BY DAVID HAGERTY

CHEMIST/ENGINEER/MATERIAL SCIENTIST

In our world of limited resources, we are faced with
many challenges that demand our immediate attention,
regardless of your field of endeavor: ensuring healthy
food supplies for a rapidly expanding global population,
developing clean and sustainable power sources for
growing economies, efficiently and safely treating
the many waste streams that emanate from human
population centers, among many others. But for at least
these three daunting problems, G8™ has an answer that
is already successfully operating in several areas of the
world.
G8™ has developed a revolutionary new, multi-patented
technology called Sub-Critical Thermal Hydrolysis, a waste
processing system that uses water at high pressures and
elevated temperatures to safely and efficiently transform
municipal, agricultural, food processing, and medical
waste-even sewage-into safe, sterile, odor-free, animal
feed, fertilizer, non-sulfurous petroleum substitutes, and
more.
G8™’s patented technology breaks down a vast range of
substances of different origins and physical and chemical
characteristics, from plastics to organics and food
processing byproducts, into their base chemicals. This
method is safe, effective, fast, and produces no bacterial

hazards, toxic chemicals or other pollutants. A brief
comparison of the G8™ technology with today’s standard
waste disposal methods is presented below:
• Incineration of garbage emits greenhouse gases
such as carbon dioxide and combustion products such
as hydrogen chloride gas from PVC (which turns into
hydrochloric acid in one’s lungs), and other poisonous
gases from burning household cleaning chemicals.
• G8™ emits no gases of any kind, because the entire
waste processing sequence takes place inside a closed,
pressurized vessel.
• Starches and proteins from plant, animal, and
food waste, and even sewage are broken down by
G8™’s Sub-Critical Thermal Hydrolysis process into
their component molecules:
carbohydrates and
amino acids, which are much easier for livestock to
metabolize.
• Rather than being heavily oxidized by the high
temperatures and corrosive gases found inside an
incinerator, metals are recovered unchanged.
• Landfilling most waste stream contents results in
unrestrained aerial dispersion of horribly virulent strains
of dangerous bacteria, seepage of carbon dioxide and

The G8™M Recycle Machine
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methane (both highly potent greenhouse gases), and
potentially, even severe groundwater contamination. The
chemical breakdown processes that occur can take years
and sometimes centuries to complete and their contents
are lost to us forever.
• No bacteria or viruses, greenhouse gases, or liquids
can escape the G8™.
• G8™ can process tons of waste in a few hours per
batch, and the end products are clean, sterile, safe,
and ready to package for sale.
• These current methods rob us of the opportunities to
process these waste streams into useful fertilizers, animal
feed, and petroleum substitutes, which results in an
economic loss and an irrecoverable drain on our planet’s
resources.

• G8™ allows us to immediately recover the useful
organic components of the waste streams for use as
compost, fertilizer, or animal feed-even more critical
to sustaining and ensuring our global food supplies as
the human population increases year by year.
• Metals-all of which are easily separated from the
other products as the last step in the Sub-Critical
Thermal Hydrolysis process-cost much less to recover
than to mine and smelt.
• Landfills and incinerators are huge, bulky, smelly,
stationary facilities that in most countries require special
zoning to set up and operate. They are often expensive
and usually located far from population centers because
of their undesirable odors and emissions.
• G8™ can be installed in a relatively small
space and if necessary, palletized and
moved to a new location in a matter of
days.
• In many cases, no special zoning
requirements will apply to the G8™, due
to its size and the fact that generates no
odors or toxic waste. G8™ can be installed
in the basement of a hotel or government
building, and the process products can be
sold as a revenue stream or donated to
local communities.
• Incinerators consume massive amounts
of energy to sometimes only partially
destroy the toxic waste that is loaded into
them.
• A bolt-on module is now being designed
to make use of the processing byproducts
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Multipurpose Resource Recycling System by Sub-Critical Water Reaction

Operation
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Sewage Sludge
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as clean fuel for the machine, so the G8™ can be
sustainably operated “off the grid”.
G8™ is truly the wave of the future in this critical industry - it
successfully eliminates three very serious problems facing
Humankind, while offering a clean, safe solution with no
polluting byproducts. The space requirements and setup costs are very low and it can be located anywhere it
is needed. If your municipality, hospital, food processing
plant, wastewater treatment plant, hotel, or any other
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Kitchen Waste

Fishery Residue

facility you know can benefit from a low-cost, clean,
odor-free, simple-to-operate waste treatment system that
can offer cash back from its treatment products, then
you should consider the G8™. Distributorships can be
discussed.
For more information, please contact Red Sun Group,
our exclusive authorized distributor throughout the United
States, South America, UK, Middle East, GCC, and Jordan.
E-mail: rene@redsungroup.org sheba@redsungroup.org
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G8™ MULTIPLE RECYCLE MACHINE

M RM SY STEM F OL LOW UP REP O RT
by Rene Watson
We reported on an innovative green-technology created by a
Japanese corporation, “G8™” that has taken the science of waste
management to another level with its patented MRM (Multi
Recycle Machine) system. This is one of several environmentally
sustainable undertakings on which LVH Media and Far East
Advisory Inc. have partnered, that are having major impacts on
the way we look at and care for our planet and the culturally and
ethnically diverse communities living on it.
Our team of scientists and business professionals were privileged
to visit an active, working facility utilizing this technology in
Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost agricultural island. Ace Clean
(recyclers) has been collaborating with G8™ and a local cattle
farm with veterinarians to build a fully, self-sustaining economy
creating cattle feed from Birchwood fibers. This is a perfect
example of a success model resulting from the use of the MRM
system; creating a ‘clean’ food economy from organic waste to
the local community through agriculture.
It was a cold, rainy day in Hokkaido. The workers of Ace Clean
fed the Birchwood chips into the MRM system; since woodchips
have no moisture, a measured amount of water was added to
the mixture to create the ideal moisture content for processing
then the machine was set to run its cycle. After 60 minutes,
the finished product was expelled from the system as clouds of
water vapor released the aroma of baking toast into the air. No
wonder cattle love this toasted woodchip feed. The veterinarians
carefully mixed this feed with dried rice straw to complete this
unusual diet. Creating cattle feedstock in this way, allow the
farmers to save capital by using this method as opposed to
purchasing feed directly from other sources.

Cattle Eating

Birchwood chips

The Birchwood Cattle fed on this unusual diet were fat, fearless,
and curious about our presence. They were clearly well-treated—
even pampered. Scrupulously clean and run like an advanced
government laboratory, the farm was a model of efficient, but
tender animal husbandry. The highly methodical and humane
manner in which the cattle were fed and otherwise treated was
a world-class template for good farming practices.

The Team

The results of those efforts were made clear when we were
treated to a meal of “Birchwood Beef” that rivaled the famed
Kobe Beef. Subtle but sumptuous, each different cut of beef
was a delight unto itself, opening door after yet another door of
distinct and savory richness. These superb meat products are
already being sold to local restaurants and merchants, and will
soon be available worldwide. LVH Media and Far East Advisory
Inc. are proud to present the G8™ system, which made a
significant part of this unforgettable experience possible, at least
some of which will soon be shared by those fortunate patrons
who are able to find this beef at a local high-end restaurant.
Soon to be manufactured and sold in the United States, the
MRM G8™ system has already created a name for itself in the Far
East, and will be available to municipalities, organizations large
and small, and distributors in the Western Hemisphere. To learn
more about the G8™ system, to make a purchase, or to apply
for a distributorship, please notify one of the principals below:
Rene Watson at rene@redsungroup.org
or Sheba Shibahara sheba@redsungroup.org

G8™ Recycling Machine Full View
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RESIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR IS A LIFESTYLE CONCEPT DESIGNED BY LIFESTYLE DESIGNER RICHARD NILSSON, FOR MEN AND WOMEN
SEEKING INFORMAL, SOPHISTICATED TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION SOLUTIONS. THE RANGE OF INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED RESORTS
HAS BEEN SELECTED TO DELIGHT ALL THE SENSES. THE CONCEPT OF RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR REFLECTS THIS APPROACH, COMBINING MODERN ELEMENTS WITH CLASSIC STYLE.
RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR

IS DRIVEN BY PASSION TO OFFER THE BEST DESIGNED PROPERTIES, IN TOP LOCATIONS, WITH THE BEST

SERVICE THAT CAN BE ARRANGED.

THE

RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR IN ORDER
TO SECURE THE ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND QUALITY. YOUR VACATION CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH BUTLERS, EXCLUSIVE CAR FLEETS,
MICHELIN CLASS CHEFS, PRIVATE JETS, BODY GUARDS AND ANY OTHER SERVICE THAT CAN BE REQUIRED.
PROPERTIES ARE OWNED OR INTERIOR DESIGNED BY

C ANNES

V ILL A OXY GENE

Villa Oxygene, designed by one of France most renowned architects, is located in beautiful, spacious enclosed grounds
(3,900 m2). The villa has 450 m2 of floor space and has 8 luxury bedrooms and a garden house. Each bedroom has a sea
view and a private bathroom with a Jacuzzi. The villa has wireless Internet access, cable TV, gym and an outdoor barbecue.
The villa is elegant and designed to the last detail, with high standard. It has an expansive terrace for comfortable outdoor living and
a large, refreshing pool with a pool house. The villa has a BBQ and
a bar. The villa has wireless Internet access, cable TV, gym and an
outdoor barbecue.
LOCATION
Super Cannes is the most elegant residential area in the vicinity of
Cannes, just 10 minutes drive from La Croisette. Despite its proximity
to the center, Super Cannes is a quiet, peaceful area without noisy
traffic and close to excellent golf facilities.
THINGS TO DO
Besides the services you have specially requested, we offer many
ready-made activities at your resort. These include:
Golf · Skiing · Formula 1 Weekend · HeliGourmet Fine Dining ·
Shopping · Yachting · Spa & Relaxation
WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES
Let Résidence Supérieur organize and brand your next event or
conference, whether it's a sales conference, a business meeting,
VIP hosting or a wedding.
We are a well-established and respected company in the conference and event market. Résidence Supérieur makes the difference to an event and enables your planning and implementation to run smoothly. We create the best surroundings and
facilities to ensure that your conference or function creates the right impact.
WWW.D UBAIANM AGAZINE. COM

Villa Oxygene offers comfortable seating for as many as 100 people, and
up to 200 guests for cocktails. The excellent lighting and sound system is
suitable for an exclusive lounge atmosphere, or if you prefer we will turn the
cozy ambiance into the hottest nightclub in Cannes.
The environment can be totally tailored after your specific needs, from your
choice of dining, lighting, and music to
your favorite musicians.
What's Included?
Your accommodation at Villa Oxygene
24/7 driver service in Cannes

NECKE R ISL AND

B RIT ISH V IRGIN ISL AN DS

The Great House is a majestic, airy Balinese villa that sits on Devil’s Hill and boasts panoramic views of the Caribbean, the
Atlantic Ocean and neighboring islands. These islands are host to five
beautiful private villas that are built in authentic Balinese style. While
some may enjoy island walking, kayaking and sailing; others may
enjoy activities such as snorkeling, tennis and windsurfing
Whether you’re inside your private villa, or outside enjoying the beautiful surroundings, enjoy formal or informal drinking and dining. Why
not eat lunch on a floating sushi bar, have cocktails while watching
the sun set over the ocean, and end the day with a fantastic dinner of
your choice.
LOCATION
Necker Island, Sir Richard Branson’s Private Island paradise, is situated
in the British Virgin Islands. At 74 acres, this stunning and unspoiled area
of the Caribbean sits in turquoise waters surrounded by coral reefs and
fringed with beautiful white sandy beaches. Necker can become your own
private hideaway; away from the stresses and strains of daily life.
THINGS TO DO
Every day you can enjoy activities such as:
Island walking · Sailing · Windsurfing · Kite Surfing · Water Skiing ·
Wakeboarding · Surfing · Tennis · Snorkeling · Gymnasium · Kayaking
WEDDINGS & CONFERENCES
Can you think of a better place to get married than Necker Island? We
hope not, because we love weddings! Sir Richard Branson married his
wife Joan on Turtle Beach, arriving at the ceremony clinging to a helicopter! And because every wedding is by definition
unique and personal, we prefer to tailor each request especially for the Bride and Groom.
This is your chance to let your inspiration run riot, as we delight in pulling off the seemingly impossible!
What's Included?
Your accommodation · All meals and drinks (both alcoholic and other) · Return boat transfers from Virgin Gorda or Beef
Island (Tortola) airports · Laundry facilities (dry cleaning not available) · Business facilities, wireless Internet in the Great
House · 7% local tax · A team of approximately 60 fabulous staff
WWW.D UBAIANM AGAZINE. COM

By Dina Hall

Founder of LAM Productions. Mrs. Chkeir is a
content writer & provider, executive producer, and
Documentaries Director. She participated in several
television productions Nationally, International and
MENA, but found herself mainly working with films and
documentaries that deals with social, humanitarian and
cultural topics. It is a field where she can combine all the
social stories she carries and her passions into cinematic
artwork. Each project is a singular event that reflects
its own unique message and artistic feeling. LAM
Productions aim is respecting the private and personal
artistic right of expression as well as human rights in
general. It is also of great importance for the company
to highlight, unearth and expose cultural projects
showing the artistic heritage and history. Lamis’s work in
the region creates an understanding and identification
through the cultures that bring people closer together.
She is currently working
on different projects, like;
Gibran Khalil Gibran for
Keller Edde Studio LA.
Gibran is a live-action
biographical
feature
film about the renowned
artist-poet Kahlil Gibran.
A Lebanese American
immigrant who was born
into poverty and who
died as one of the most
influential thinkers of the
20th century. The story
chronicles his life from his
early tumultuous years
in Lebanon to his early adult years in Boston when
poverty and tragedy took the lives of his Mother and
two of his siblings, then his artistic development under
the patronage and instruction of Fred Holland Day and
Mary Haskell who was also his lover. The film culminates
with the creation of his seminal work – The Prophet – a
prose-poetry book that has been estimated to have sold
approximately 100 million copies and is considered one
of the most widely read books of the 20th Century.
Also, the film “ELISSA” narrates the life story of Elissa,
a famous beloved Phoenician based on historical events
and narrates the life of the famous ELISSA Queen of TYRE
and CARTHAGE. Queen Elissar was widely regarded
70

“Elisar” Queen of Cartage

as one of the greatest Queens the old civilizations had
ever seen. Elissa ruled TYRE and CARTHAGE and
she was the daughter of the Phoenician king Mattan,
king of TYRE, from 850 to 821 BC. Phoenicia was an
ancient Lebanese city and one of the most important
commercial capitals of the old world.
The beloved Queen proved that she was unique and left
a mark in history, she managed with her exceptional
intelligence, to build the largest Phoenician kingdom in
the north of Africa, also called, Carthage Elissa stated an
example of how real kings should act and how kingdoms
should be built. Her personal story defines independent
strength, determination and power, it is a story that has
been used over and over again to empower women. She
is a symbol of courage, loyalty and great leadership.
After 500 years of her suicide, glory and fame would be
entirely hers
Lamis is always looking for people that are interested
in art, culture, visual media and that believe in the
importance of storytelling, and moreover, in the
importance of making voices heard. It is of extreme
importance to her to recreate and visualize powerful
facts and stories in an artistic, beautiful and interesting
manner
Lamis Chkeir
Executive producer
LAM Productions
Tel: 00961 3052560
Lamischkeir@gmail.com
LAM.documentaries@gmail.com
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LAMIS CHKEIR · Photo by Kei Namiki

MICHAEL JACKSON
WONDER WORLD OF TOYS
SPECIAL

CONTRIBUTION

STORY

BY KENJI KOGA

On December 22nd, 1992, at a hotel in Tokyo..
Kenji Koga meets Michael Jackson for the very first time.
At that moment, a connection was made; it was the beginning of an idea, a surreal journey into the mind of one of
the most world-renowned musicians of all time.
“During the six months prior to meeting you tonight, I’ve
been thinking about a concept called MJWWT, which is an
amusement park for underprivileged children from all over
the world. Can you illustrate for me, the image which is in
my head, within the 10 days that I’m here?”- Michael Jackson
Michael was performing his ‘Dangerous’ Tour in Tokyo and
during the short time he was in Japan, from December 22
through the New Year, he believed in and entrusted his concept of MJWWT to Kenji so that his ideas could be illus-

trated to the world. The
name of this concept
was “MJWWT, Michael
Jackson Wonder World
of Toys.”
Through dialogues with
Kenji, Michael outpoured his passion, and
sketched a concept in his own writing. He enjoyed the creativity with childlike wonder and drew the sketch in no time,
some parts described in detail. Kenji felt he understood
Michael’s true message from the sketch. After Michael
passed away, it occurred to Kenji that Michael was leaving
a message to the world through this illustration. Of how
much ‘MJ’ loved people and the Earth we live in, how much
he prayed for the improvement of the environment so that
all human beings can live in peace and happiness.

The main door is designed with the "MJWWT"
logo. Michael loved this
logo design which is a
KENJI original. Michael dreamed that
when the door opened,
a variety of performances from around
the world would start.
Kenji referred to the
Baroque style that Michael chose as the design element around
the gates. Kenji designed an ornament of
“Bubbles”, Michael’s
favorite pet, to be in the middle of the gate. Michael told Kenji with a big smile, “He used to use my toilet!”
and laughed. Each side of the gate is a ‘Jumbotron’, developed by SONY, to project many kinds of animals.
Michael had much respect for Mr. Morita, the Chairman of SONY at that time. “I drew this image because Michael had said, “we definitely must place Jumbotrons on the walls!”, says Kenji.
7
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Michael was also very particular about
using a gothic-styled stone building. This
piece is to confirm his concept of the architectural design. He was especially particular about design of the fountain. Angels
placed on both sides of the fountain was a
special request by Michael. People are enjoying the view of the ice rink while enjoying
a meal upstairs.

The night of Christmas Eve, December 24, 1992
MJWWT concept sketch, drawn by Michael himself

Michael said, "This ice skating rink emerges with light in the
night. There are a great number of small lights here and the
world is filled with light. A lot of fireworks should be shot into
the air. How about this idea, the logo can become visible
under the skating rink?"

As you can see, numerous fireworks are
shooting up into the night sky, a Christmas Tree with magnificent lighting in the
center, with a fountain set on a pedestal
of elephants. Michael for some reason is
very particular about having a Christmas
tree, fountain, and fireworks.
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In Michael’s words:
"I would like you to paint a Christmas tree which doesn't extinguish light all year around."
"Under the Christmas tree, there must be a fountain."
"I would like you to paint a full moon in the night sky full of stars"
"On the skating rink here, children from all around the world will skate."
"What I really want is to make the world full of light, the world covered by abundant light."
"I want numerous fireworks to shoot up in the night sky."
"The main part of the attraction is held every day, it is the parade of the toy soldier."
"There is Christmas all year around."

"I would like you to paint people skating on the rink and in front of them all should
be children from a variety of countries. And an important part is a full moon. I want
it to be a very large full moon.”

Michael and KENJI
The New Year’s Eve ‘Countdown’ was at the Tokyo Dome the
previous night, Michael left early to meet with Kenji and pick up
the finished conceptual drawings before leaving for the United
States. Upon handing over the completed illustrations to Michael,
who was dressed in his casual pajama style, his eyes filled with
tears. Three hours later, he was on the way to Narita airport.
Photo taken sometime around 3am on New Year’s Day, 1993.

On December 22, 1992
It was the day a Japanese artist met Michael Jackson. It
happened in 10 days, the miraculous and special time
these two spent alone was like a Christmas gift from God.
It didn’t take long for the two to bond, feel right at home
and connect through their passion for music.
Michael began his story, “For a half of this year, prior to
meeting you tonight, I was thinking about an amusement
park, named “MJWWT,” which will set free the poor kids
from all over the world. I would like you to illustrate this
place in my head in the next 10 days.”
He kept talking till dawn until I understood the concept
named "MJWWT." “Then, on the night of Christmas Eve, I
told Michael that I cannot understand the concept without
him illustrating some for me, bluntly, as if I were speaking
with close friends,” says Kenji. Michael then sketched as
he explained the details of each part. Kenji said, “after one
week, I finished a few of the sketches and handed it over
to Michael.”
“The true inspiration and meaning of MJWWT is still
undiscovered, however remembering the miraculous 10
days I spent with ‘MJ’, may he rest in peace, I believe he
was thinking of ‘Wonder World of Toys” as if Earth was a
large toy.” - Kenji Koga

Planet Earth and human beings are suffering from environmental destruction and war. The most affected by these
problems are children. Children embrace fun and toys are
expressions of joy. Through this amusement park, Michael
seemed to describe "Earth" as he would like to see it in massive scale. Michael’s splendid sensitivity and creativeness
left us with an enormous amount of masterpieces both in
music and visual arts. Out of one of these masterpieces,
“This Is It”, in the last few minutes of the final scene, ‘MJ’
left us a message…, “the time we have is only 5 years.”
What does that mean? Did he want to convey how human
beings and the Earth should be in the future through the
eyes of MJWWT?
The message he wished to communicate most is… “Love
this beautiful Earth that we as human beings live, and stop
wars and environmental destruction. Quit discrimination
and conflict. Children are the treasures of Earth upon which
we all depend on for our future.” With such passion in his
heart and in MJWWT, Michael kept sending messages
through his music with all his strength and soul in order to
help extinguish wars around the world and preserve the environment we live in.
NYC Office: Sheba@RedSunGroup.org
Japan Office: K-Koga@mxl.alpha-web.ne.jp
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JOSIANE EL KHOURY

A NAME TO REMEMBER
by LVH Staff

Josiane is known within
the academic world as
one of the top doctors
in the media and
mass communications
field in Lebanon. An
intriguing twist in her
professional career led
us to meet with her
and learn more about
whom she is and the
work she creates. She
has participated in
several international
conferences
where
she presented her
innovative
scientific
studies and has been
published in several
international scholarly
journals.

TV shows and formats are available for producers. LVH
Media recognized her talent at the Dubai International Film
Festival in December 2016, where she held fruitful meetings
with leading TV stations globally. We were amazed by her
dedication to excellence. She is now finalizing one of her
television formats with a prominent international production
house. We cannot unveil the details of the format but we
would like to share a few points. It’s a completely new social
reality TV show concept that will reverse the rule of having
to get formats from abroad and reproduce them in the
Arab World. This format is created by one person, not an
entire team, in Lebanon and will be reproduced worldwide in
several languages.
Besides her television shows and formats, she creates and
customizes television concepts and content for potential
sponsors, TV Stations, Governments, Corporations,
International NGOs, and Associations…

Besides that, she is a fulltime doctor in one of the most
prestigious universities in Lebanon, and after working for
a few years as a Marketing and Branding Consultant for
Politicians, PR Agencies, and Advertising & Marketing
Agencies, her passion for change and adventure took her
in a completely different direction. She is now a Marketing
and Branding consultant for one of the most talented Class A
singers in the MENA Region.
Josiane El Khoury has created and branded 11 multi-genre
TV shows whereas her formats have been registered both
nationally and internationally. Her bouquet of 11 multi-genre

As for her remarkable diversified education, Josiane is holder
of a Ph.D. in Sociology, Media and Media Studies. She has
a diploma of Higher Studies in Journalism, an M.A. in Public
Relations, an M.A. in Advertising & Marketing, a degree in
French Literature and a diploma in Acting.
Josiane dedicates a lot of time in remaining up to date
in terms of new and relevant TV shows, advertising and
innovative events production. She is passionate about all
kind of arts, especially, music
and poetry, theatre, dancing,
sculpture, paintings… and her
passion is reflected in a very
professional aesthetic touch in
all her accomplishments.
if you are trying to find her
somewhere on the Net, you
will have hard time since she
is very low profile. You may
initiate communication through
Facebook Messenger at Josiane
El Khoury’s profile and read
her published studies to learn
more about her new theories
and achievements in the media
field. You may also email her at
elkhoury.josiane@gmail.com
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DERHY ENTERPRISES
by Gabriel Hall

Mr. Derhy has demonstrated his astute business acumen
and talent as an entrepreneur, philanthropist, film producer
and charity event producer to his credit.
Derhy Enterprises, Inc. services ranging from developing strategic market entry,
distribution, and sales representation development, management consulting,
marketing, production, advertising, and entertainment services. as Co-Founder of
Turbo Sportswear, a clothing manufacturer, Mr. Derhy lead the company to its great
success, selling to top department stores in the
United States, and ~ $50 million in annual
revenue. 1982-1999

Marco with Halle Berry

Villa Oxygene - World Peace Night

Marco with actor Jon Voight

Michael Jackson Gala event

Mr. Derhy was also involved in the financing
and production of the Epic Motion Picture,
The King Maker, which he produced along
his partner Mr. David Winters and sold to
Sony Studios. Mr. Derhy in the motion picture
industry since 1992, Produced and helped
finance motion pictures with a great ROI. To
name just a few films; Raw Justice, Sexual
Intent, Codename Silencer, Escape (Directed
by Simon Wincer), Kiss the Bride, Welcome 2
Ibiza-WON the Best Picture audience Award
at the Bangkok Film Festival. “The Color of
Time” 2014 with James Franco, & Milla Kunis,
and more.
Mr. Derhy has built his career on the principles
of collaboration and integrity, therefore, he
has developed an extensive international
investment network throughout Europe, the
Middle East and Asia. Furthermore, he has
had the honor of working with entertainment
industry legends such as Robert Evans and
the Jackson family, while producing successful
high end celebrity charity Gala events globally,
and Oscar after party gala with, great ROI
since 2000.
Produced events in the US, and Internationally,
created and produced in collaboration
with Simon Sahouri and Shawn Andrew a
“three-day” Joe Jackson Birthday event, with
Legendary Michael Jackson, at his property
“Neverland” with over 3,000 International VIP
guests. Produced in Collaboration with Simon
Sahouri a press conference, in Beverly Hills for
Lila Ali before her travel to meet, and present
a special boxing gloves to the legendary Mr.
Nelson Mandela on his 88th, birthday, in
South Africa.
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Marco and Actor Mark Whalberg

Gerard Butler & Sunny
at Law Abiding Citizen premier

with Actor Jamie Foxx

with Boxer Mike Tyson

James Cameron and Marco Derhy
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FESTIVAL DE CANNES
THE 71ST FESTIVAL DE CANNES WILL TAKE PLACE
FROM TUESDAY, 8TH MAY TO SATURDAY, 19TH MAY 2018
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